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University students disappointed by rally
Collegians at W Chester refused access to presidental candidate's speech
Shawn Witt
Griz;;!)' Staff Writer

From the inside, George W. Bush's
post-debate campaign rally at West
Chester University was the perfect celebration of the Governor's race for the
presidential office.
Three thousand Bush supporters, in
addition to local and national press,
filled Hollinger Auditorium last
Wednesday to pay homage to the Texas
governor and his wife, Laura.
In attendance were Gov. Tom Ridge,
Republican Party head Alan Novak,
District Attorney Anthony Sarcione,
and West Chester Mayor Cliff

However, nearly 3,000 WCU students
were turned away at the door after waiting
over five hours to hear the Governor
speak.
"I honestly think it's unfair," a female
WCU sophomore claimed. "We pay to
attend this University and for us to be
turned away is, I'm sorry, crap!"
These sentiments were shared by many.
The doors were locked before noon, soon
after the auditorium was filled to capacity.
Local newspapers, news and radio stations, and the University publicized the
event as free, ticket-less, and open to the
public.
When the students and the majority of
those in attendance arrived, they realized

that this was not the case.
8:30 this morning and I never got in
During the days beforehand, the Chester because they said we didn't need tickets,"
County Republican Committee gave away a WCU freshman said "But they were
7,500 tickets for an event that was to be only letting people with tickets in ."
held in a building with a capacity of
Many complained that Bush's rally was
3,000.
a post-debate pseudo-event, staged in the
These tickets were sent by mail to heart of Chester County, which is preChester County partisan supporters and dominantly Republican, to show the medonors. Local high schools and grade dia that he had a number of strong and
schools were also sent a number of tick- enthusiastic supporters.
ets.
Although wise of the Governor and his
Ticket holders were given priority at committee to gather a large number of
the entrance while those without tickets long-time supporters the day after the
waited in a line that extended around an debate, they missed out on a key opportuentire block. Many of those without tick- nity to win new and undecided voters.
ets had waited hours beforehand, only to
"Every one here is a big Republican
be turned away.
from around the area. Why even bother
"I've been here waiting in line since coming to a college if the only students

mvolvcd arc in the marching band?" a
WCU fraternity member asked.
"By commg here, Bush could gain
4,000 new votes," an African-American
student added.
"Instead they let high school and
preschoolers in while we, the voting
students, wait outside. What does that
say to us?"
Bush may have mamtamed his reputation among long-time advocates, but
he failed to win the respect and vote of
a majority of WCU's students.
.
When asked if they preferred Gore or
Bush, most of the students replied, "I
don't know J'lI probably just vote for
Nader."

Ruhe's 'Athens' with Ursinus faces is a work of art
Lauren Springer
Grizzly News Editor

Marathon painter Barnaby Ruhe applies the finishing touches to "The School of Collegeville", an updated version of Raphael's
"School of Athens", with Ursinus faces. College President John Strassburger (left) was depicted as Plato. Photo by Joe Laskes.

fun, enhghtenmg experience.
"I think it was a really neat experiRenowned artist Barnaby Ruhe com- ence," she said. "[Ruhe] made everypleted his rendition of Raphael's famous body feci as if each person was creating
painting "School of Athens" this past the most Important part of the painting,
Saturday, Oct. 7, before a large crowd of no matter if you were just putting on a
excited onlookers.
few paint strokes or were there for hours.
Throughout the week, students had wit- It was nIfty."
nessed and participated in the transforIn addlllon to hclpmg Ruhe complete
mation of the painting from Raphael's his modem day Athens in time for the
original work to a vivid interpretation that Saturday deadline, students also helped
included the countenances of various themselves strengthen their personal reUrsinus students and faculty members.
latIOnships by working alongside peers
The painting appealed to many curious with whom they would not have
spectators during the week as it stood normaly.
nobly under the Wismer overhang in a lin
SmerlIck explained the encouragePlaza, although a few students admitted ment she felt as she worked WIth other
that Ruhe's dog was the real reason they students.
were attracted to the site.
"I ended up working with some kids 1
As the completion ofRuhe's local mas- had never talked to before, and we ended
terpiece drew near, one could hear mur- up talking for hours and having some
murs of passersby as they recognized the really good times," she said.
faces depicted in the colorful painting.
Ruhe's finished interpretation of
Students were surprised to see their Raphael's "School of Athens" will repeers and professors painted into the art- mam on display outside of Wismer for a
work, while others found themselves in- whIle to give students and faculty an
spired and decided to join in and add their opportunity to appreciate the beautiful
own personal touches to the painting.
product of Ruhe's and students' comOne such student,junior Tami Smerlick, bined efforts.
recalls her participation in painting as a

Homecoming 2000: Alumni
remember Collegeville days
walks hand in hand down the
adIJI!'.,Dlhwavs they first traveled 40 years
recalling with tender looks the first
they met.
woman runs across Paisley Beach
embrace of her freshman roomexclaiming that she hasn't changed
in 20 years.
man hoists his small son Qg
his shoulders, pointing out
flCld he played on a decade ago
~nijDlI8 senior screams ID surprise
hersorority sister who graduV'l.1I;UUUII:

ated three years ago proudly carrying her
infant daughter.
These touching scenes witnessed during the Homecoming celebration were as
brilliant as the bright sun that shone on the
alumni who returned to Ursinus College
on Saturday. For many ,last weekend was
a time to remember, to laugh, to cry, and
to urge current students to make the college years a time to remember.
An estimated 1,000 alumni and their
families returned to Ursinus, bringing a
wealth of experiences to the decade tents
on Paisley beach.
The perfect fall weather reminded one
illumni of the beauty of changing seasons

,

on campus.
"I miss the cold snap, the first day you
notice that autumn is setting in. The air is
crisp, and the campus in all its glory
begins to shed its foliage," Alina Marone,
a '95 graduate, remarked. "Nothing can
compare to spring bloom either when the
tulips and yellow daffodils are up. There
is something extraordinary about the season cycle at Ursinus."
Seeing old friends evoked powerful
memories for others, a bond the years and
distance could not break.
"The smallness of the campus allowed
us to get to know everyone even to say
hello by first name," Lin Drummond com-

The. 2000 Homecoming King and Queen, Jon Crooker and BraDdy Kline, smile on stage
durIng halftime of the Bears' football game Saturday Oct. 7. Photo by Joe Laskas.

men ted.
Others reported that they miss having
best friends a door away and sharing the
closeness oftheir lives. The many couples
on campus demonstrated the record-making marriage statistic.

"I. married my favorite memory of
Ursmus College!" Linda Cohan declared.
Every alumni interviewed said lifelong friends was what they missed the
most about COllege, but many still keep

Continued on Page 3
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Nader turned away at door of Pres. debate
Ju\lln Pop~
n,l/II' ~tllt·l/tll· II"' . WI U
(L \.\ IRr) BO To--(nel;n Pan}
presldenlHll candldale Ralph
ader,
shunned b} the presldenlla\ debate comnliSSIOn, S orcd a ticket to Tucsda night's
debatl; but \Va. turned aWO) at the door
"It's alread been decided that whether
or not ou have a ltcket you arc not
welcome m the debate," John Belens, a
repre ' I;ntotl\'l; of the debale commiSSion,
told ader. The commiSSion had excluded
all but Democratic and Republican candidate.
"I didn't e pect they would be so cntde
and so stupid," ader. aid after bemg
turned away "Thl I the kmd of creepmg
tyrann that ha turned away so man
voters from the electoral proce s."

adel , \\ ho look the subway to the
debate slIe, had lelel\ed the ticket as a
gill from Todd 1U\ arcs, a 21 yea I old
ortheastern Untvcrslt student who said
he got 1\ from a roommate
When he armed at the slle of the debate
at the Untverslty of Massac.husetts-Boston, Be/ens , surrounded by several pohce officers , told ader he could not enter
because he was not an m\ Ited guest
ader was among a tno of third-party
candidates who did their best Tuesday to
keep the Republlcon and DemocratiC
nommees from stealmg the sho\\
Hours before the debate, a Judge threw
out a court challenge filed earlier m the
day by Mas achusctts Libertarians to tf}
to for e orgam/ers to mclude Ihelr candidate, Harry Browne

"The plaintiffs have slept on their nghts
by waltll1g until the last mlllute to seek
relief," uffolk Superior ourt Judge
Gordon Doerfer ruled lIe said mtervenIIlg III the debates would deprive the public of II1fonnatlOn It needs about the candidates
The laWSUit claimed Browne should be
mc.luded because Massachusetts, which
offiCially recogm/e s the party, spent
$900,000 to help pay for the debate.
ader also crltlCl/ed the comml lon's
decIsion to IImll the debate to candidates
\\ Ith more than I S percent support m
nattonal polls .
Only the Democrat, Vice PreSident AI
Gore, and the Republican, Texas Gov
George W Bush, qualified to participate
"They ha\'c the keys ThiS debate com-

miSSion IS a pnvate company created by
the two parties," Nadcr told about 1,000
supporters . "Thc thmg IS why do we as a
soclcty Ict them control the gateway?
Why don't we have many gateways, many
debates?"
As he concluded hiS remarks some
studen ts chanted "Lct Ralph debate I
LeI Ralph debate!"
Refonn Party candldatc Pat Buchanan,
meetmg reporters m hiS Bo ton hotel,
said II wa. unfair to keep hiS party out.
He and ader were appeanng separatel y
on Fox ews Channel after the debate.
"I feel like .. we made the Fmal Four
of the CAA and they won't even let u
m the gymna lum," Buchanan ald .
"They won't even let u on the gym floor
to show what we can do "

Vice-Presidential debate held in Danville
Amy Hoak
Medlil News SerVIce

DANVILLE, Ky.---Although It wa
nice to get to know the vice pre Identlal
candidates better, it's the men at the top
of the ticket that win or lose their votes,
say students at Centre College after
watching Democrat Joe Llebennan and
Republican Dick Cheney debale.
"They answered the questIOn and
didn't attack each other," said MOnica
Wauck, a 19-year-old Centre student
who watched the debate Thur day mght
on a large screen on a campus lawn. She
found the exchanges between Liebennan
and Cheney civil and refresh mg.
But the candidates' Southern charm
in the Bluegrass state didn't change the
fact that they're second m line to the
Oval Office. While students said that
the debate gave them a chance to get to
know the two like they hadn't before,
and many walked away with adrmration
for both candidates, not too many votes
were changed.
"I'm not a fan of Gore at all," admitted Kevin Tidd, 20. But after the debate
he had a newfound respect for
Liebennan, he said. That respect, however, that won't be enough to get him to
favor the Vice President AI Gore.
On the flip side, Neil Parrish, 19,
found Cheney to be a "very well-spoken

man" But the fonner
defen e
ecretary
didn't make a VOlcchangmg Impact on
the Centre ·tudent,
who plan on \'olmg
for Gore come Elechon Day
And that seem 10
upport a recent poll
conducted fort he Kaler Family Foundauon
and MTV, which
asked young voter
whether or not their
candidate
upport
changed when the runnmg mates were revealed m late summer
Of those surveyed,
77 percent said that
Texa Gov. George W
Bu h'
chOIce of
Cheney had no mfluence on how they'd cast their vote. And
72 percent said that Gore's chOice of
Liebennan had no effect on their votmg
mtentlons.
"I realize the vice preSident could be
preSident someday, but really I'm gomg
to be voting for a president and the vice
preSident is what you get along with II,"
said Catherine Bell, 20. "I mean, If the
vice preSident was like a ravmg lunatic,

like a ma ·s murderer, I probably wouldn't
vote for the first candidate. But I thmk the
most these candidate can do IS increase
upport for their runnmg mates."
Laura Ford, a 21-year-old from nearby
Pikeville College, said each candidate
handled the questIOning "brilliantly," gettmg pomts across while still treating his
opponent respectfully. even though the
pressure was high . She believes It'S vital

for a vice president to have the ability to
get along well With others.
"Y ou see how they handle frustratIOn," Ford said. "They'll have to deal
with that a whole lot."
Bul, she remmded, at the outset of
the only vice presidential debate debate, she was Republican and, now that
it's over, she'll vote the same next month,
too.

Catholic hospitals come under 'contraceptive' fire
Nadine Spitalnlck
Daily Pennsylvanian. UP

(U-WIRE) PHILADELPHIA -- Many
Catholic hospitals across the nation are
not discussing contraceptive options with
rape victims brought into their emergency rooms, according to a recently
published University of Pennsylvania
study.
Despite the nationwide standard of
mentioning contraceptive options when
discussing treatment with these patients,
the results of a Penn pilot study -- published in the September issue of the
American Journal of PUblic Health -showed that some Catholic medical centers prohibit the discussion, prescription
and distribution of emergency contraception in the treatment of rape victims.
Women treated at these hospitals "think
they have gotten all the standard medical
care and in fact they have not," said Jon
Merz, a faculty member at Penn's Center
for Bioethics and senior author of the
study. "Women who have been traumatized cannot make an inquiry, and failure
to tell them (about different options) is
abandonment. "
Catholic theology upholds birth control as equivalent to abortion. An exception is typically made in the case of rape
vicltms, who are pennitted to usc high
doses of the "morning-after" pill to prevent the implantation of a fetus .

Still, more conservative positions were
taken by nearly half of the 27 Catholic
hospitals surveyed.
Twelve of the respondents had a policy
prohibiting the diSCUSSIOn of emergency
birth control with the sexually assaulted
women, and seven institutions were said
to have a policy prohibiting emergency
pill prescription by physicians. Out of the
27 surveyed, 17 hospital phannacies
refuse to dispense the emergency pills.
The names and locations of the hospitals in the study were not released. However, several local Catholic hospitals follow similar

policies .
"As a Catholic hospital we will not
promote contraceptives," said Bernadette
O'Keefe, ER nurse manager at St. Joseph's
Hospital in New Jersey. She added that
"as medical workers, we will discuss
medical options available with the patient. "
But Merz said he thought that every
woman should immediately be offered
the dntgs . He also said that hospitals with
restrictive policies should send the patients to other hospitals rather than
neglect to mention all possible treatments.

"It is extremely arrogant to impose their
view on people coming in their door.
Here we have a separation of church and
state and we have hospitals that pledge
allegiance to God."
Emergency Medicine physician James
Roberts, who is affiliated with Fitzgerald
Mercy Hospital, a Catholic hospital in a
nearby suburb, said he has not encountered restrictive policies at any of the
hospitals with which he is affiliated.
"We discuss it and offer it and give it
when we feel it is appropriate to do so,"
Roberts said.

French officials approve 'morning-after' pill
Tammy Scherer
Grizzly News Editor

The French National Assembly recently voted to approve the distribution
ofthe morning-after pill by school nurses
to students in junior and senior high
schools.
[ftaken within 72 hours of intercourse,
the pill, the high dosation form of birth
control, has the ability to prevent or
tenninate pregnancy by preventing a potentially fertilized egg from adhering to
the lining of a woman's uterus.
While the proposal still has to be approved by the French Senate, it was

passed in the National Assembly with a
majority of votes.
The distribution of the birth control pill
was approved last year but later prohibited when reviewed by the French Council of Statc.
More than 7,000 teenagers requested
the pill.
Each ycar approximately 10,000 French
minors become pregnant, 6,000 of which
have abortions.
The morning-after pill vote came just
days after French Labor Minister Martine
Aubry proposed to extend the cut off for
abortion from ten weeks to 12.

Each year thousands of woman travel
from France to Belgium in order to have
abortions perfonned after the tenth week
of pregnancy.
Doctors throughout the country feel
that the morning-after pill will one day
become as available as other over the
counter medications.
Conservative groups in France, on
the other hand, oppose the proposal.
c1aming that the morning-after pill is a
fonn of abortion.
They claim that this proposal is nothing more than the Socialists way of
rallying women voters.

News
in Brief...
Should patients' drug
use be confidential?
Cara Neglill
GrIZzly Staff Wnter

How far can the law go to reduce
the effects of drug usc? The Supreme Court ca e of Ferguson v.
Ci ty of Charleston will attempt to
answer that question
The case Involves a lawsuit by 10
women against the Medical Universlly of South Carolina and
Charleston police; for years the
South Carolina hospital has been
testing pregnant women forcocaine
use, and the names of those who
tested POSitively were given to the
police Without consent of the patients.
Supposedly, doctors promised
their patients that any information
they gave would remain confidential, and then they used that information agamst the women.
This hospital practice has allowed
for the arrest of 30 women for
fdelivering drugs to a minor.I In
South Carolma, the law views a
Viable fetus as a person, and the
duld-endangennent law states that
any type of action or behavior a
woman engages ill that causes harm
to a fetus can cause charges to be
brought against her.
According to the Fourth Amendment, police cannot search a person
without a warrant or probable cause.
However, exceptions are made for
spe¢IlU needs or situations-. The
hospltalis policy was upheld by the
Court of Appeals for the Fourth
Circuit on the grounds that the protection of fetuses and newborns
qualified as a special need.
Robert H. Hood, lawyer for the
medical ccnter and the police, argued in court that the drug tests
were needed ito stop a woman from
doing irreparable harm to her fetus.
He claimed that the large number
of mothers using cocaine were causing their children to be born with
brain damage.
However, Hoodts arguments
turned out to be only his speculations and assumptions; when Justice Ruth Bader Ginsberg asked for
conclusive documents that would
prove that fact, the cityls lawyer
was not able to come up with any.
There was not any definite evidence that exposure of the infants
to cocaine in the womb caused any
long-term damage.
While the arguments for the
hospitalls policy stress that it is
necessary for the protection of the
fetus, the arguments against deal
with both privacy issues and the
belief that the policy is unnecessary. Since the women are arrested
after the child has been born, it is
obviously too late for the child to be
protected from the exposure.
Also, it is feared that women using cocaine, since they are aware
that they will be arrested if they go
to see a doctor, will choose to not
have prenatal care.
The policy of testing pregnant
women for cocaine use is not an
unheard of idea.
In the 19801s, when there was a
significant increase in cocaine use
in the United States. many states
adopted ideas and policies similar
to that of the Medical University of
South Carolina.
The Medical Universityts policy
began in 1989, but it has been the
only one to last for such a long
period of time.
The Supreme Court will continue to hear arguments on the case
and the ruling is planned for sometime next year.
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Food critics speak up at Dining Services meeting
Tammy Scherer
Grizzly News Editor

Gripes about the food at Wismer and
Zacks have been flying high all semester but finally students have a place to
voice their opinions and concerns and
see some results.
The Dining Hall Committee met for
the first time on Tuesday, Oct. 3,2000.
The group is composed of concerned
students along with Emine Ozkan, Di-

rector of Operations at Wismer and General Manager, Charlie Staker.
Scheduled to meet during Common Hour
each week, the group is designed to allow
students to have input into what they eat
everyday.
Everything from the quality ofthe salad
dressing to the cleanliness of the dishes
was discussed and issues concerning butter vs margarine, bagel variety, and types
of pizza were addressed during the first
45 minute meeting

Approximately ten students were on
hand to express their concerns.
Onc student requested a fresh fruit
salad while another wanted the breakfast
action station, where students can get
made-to-order eggs, to be available on
weekends.
Staker and Ozkan both made note of the
topics in hopes of bringing forth change.
A major concern among the group was
the safety of poultry served in Wismer.
"I want to be assured there will never be

a concern with a product," Staker said in
response to whether or not the chicken is
always cooked to completion.
Another concern brought forth by the
group was the type of cooking and seasoning methods cmployed when making
vegetable.
Staker noted that he feels the general
consensus among students was to leave
the food plain and allow for personal
seasoning.
Stalker concluded the meeting by say-

ing that he "really wants to meet as many
needs as possible."
The ncxt meeting is scheduled for
Wednesday, Oct. 11 in Wismer Parents'
Lounge. At that time Stalker and Ozkan
plan to address concerns rfWM. Zack'~
and Wismer. They will also review what
changes have been made within the past
week. The meeting is open to all students who wish to express their thoughts
and concerns about the quality of food at
Wismer.

Homecoming: Alumni experience blast from past
Continued From Page 1
in touch, now sharing news of marriage,
promotions, children, and even grandchildren.
The social life on campus is also sorely
missed. Monica Figueroa '95 remembers gossiping and singing with friends
as they cleaned up their suite after a
party and Marone said pledging Tau Sig
was "grueling but fun, the craziest decision I will never regret." Cohan fondly
reminisced about Sig Rho parties with
dancing to "wonderful 60s music and
Philly soul."
Jean Hunter '65 will never forget the
Greek weekend in Ocean City or singing in the Messiah chorus, and one
woman brushed away tears as she hugged
her roommate, saying with a smile, "I
wish I didn't live so far away from the
girl who taught me what fun was really
about."
Other alumni reflected on the changes
around campus, marveling at technology, architecture, diversity of the student body, and the increased academic
standards while several alumni highlighted the many features Ursinus no

longer has. "We used to be assigned tables at meals with four
girls and guys that rotated position each night. All the food was
served at the table too," one woman
said of Wismer.
Another woman explained the
old rules of conduct and the strict
curfews. "There used to be an
underground tunnel that led from
the hockey field into the dorms so
if you were a little late, you could
sneak in without the house mother
catching you."
Other differences include not being able to wear pants to class for
the females, mandatory chapel, and
the severe separation between girls' and
boys' rooms. One woman winked as she
said, "I bet the parties are a lot more
exciting now!"
The alumni also had plenty of advice
for the current students experiencing one
of the "most mind-opening times of our
lives" as Drummond observed. Many
encouraged students to take full advantage.of all Ursinus has to offer academically and socially.

"Enjoy your time here," Figuera advised. "Don't wish it all to end because
you'll be out of college soon enough."
One alumni with young children remarked, "College is like a country club
with a carefree attitude and so much freedom. Balance is everything."
From the Bear Pack Run and Alumni
Awards to the football game and picnic
on Paisley Beach, the campus was alive
with the alumni who traveled far and wide

to return to their alma mater.
The warm atmosphere of
friends and memories was felt
in the crisp air and mirrored in
the smiles of alumni and current students. Homecoming
2000 turned out to be exactly
as Mary Ellen Dewane, director of Alumni Affairs, described, "a gathering offamily members of many generations," coming home to Ursinus.

Everyone enjoys the fun and games of
UC's Homecoming weekend. Photos by
Joe Laskas.

"

New prof has students all shook up ... over Shakespeare?!
Sue Patton
Grizzly Copy Editor

I packed up to go back to my room 4

112 hours before a first attempt of an
explication on Shakespeare's sonnet 55
was due. Considering the amount of
time spent on the paper that night, and
the fact that I had written explications
before, I was bound to receive a decent
grade on the first draft, right? Wrong.
A few days later, the professor handed
back our papers and somewhat shocked
his class. A C was the highest grade; I
got one of the Os.
My paper looked as though it was
dropped in a can of red paint. I had never
received a 0 on any paper and I'm sure
that the Shakespeare class, teaming wi th
English majors, was feeling the same

way.
Reality began to set in as I flipped
through the paper again and realized that
it was not a good paper at all. So why was
I shocked to find a big fat 0 at the bottom?
I was about to learn a big lesson on the
relationship between grades and education.
Who is this "mean" professor who gave
his students nothing but Cs and Os on
their first papers? Dr. Duke Pesta: not a
mean guy at all. He's just a little tough,
and he's just what I need. If you haven't
heard about him yet, you most certainly
will.
Hired in May of 2000 here at Ursinus
College, Dr. Pesta received his undergraduate and master's degree at John
Carroll University, a Jesuit Catholic
school in Cleveland Ohio. He spent six

years at Purdue University acquiring his
P .H.D while teaching. In August 1997,
he left Purdue to teach at the University of
Tennessee for three years.
Dr. Pesta prefers liberal arts colleges to
big schools. He feels larger schools'

Brodbeck residents take it to extreDle
Jamie Johnston

emphasis fall more on research then teach- but I'm not inflexible," commented
ing. At schools such as the University of Pesta. His door remains open to all his
Tennessee, pro fessors are limited to teach- students for help at any time. liMy job is
ing in specific areas of research. Ursinus not just to tell you that you're not up to
offers Dr. Pesta and other professors the standard, but to get you to that stanpossibility to teach in a wide variety of dard". And sure enough, students are
areas.
taking advantage of his willingness to
Dr. Pesta notes a difference between work with them. I personally visited
Ursinus students and students he has taught him five times after that first draft for
in the past. "Clearly students at Ursinus help.
are the most intelligent I have taught.
His enthusiasm impresses most of his
However, and you will find, and this is students.
most often the casc among all college
"It's refreshing to have a professor
students, they are not nearly as prepared who is so passionate about the subjects
as they should be".
he teaches. It's amazing to see how
Around Dr. Pesta surrounds a certain much time his is willing to dedicate to
buzz. Indeed, he is unlike any teacher I his students to make them better" comhave experienced. He shows no fear in mented Judd Kane, and English major
applying his standards to my work. "You who is studying Russian and British
will find that I have specific standards, Literature with Dr. Pesta.

II

Grizzly Staff Writer

Are you sick of the same old boring
hall projects that usually consist of a
few pizzas and even fewer residents?
Senior Bret Pasch, the Resident Assistant of Brodbeck 2, came up with an
initiative idea for his hall project. Some
students from his hallway and a few
others took a trip last Sunday to Stony
Acres, a retreat that is run by the students of East Stroudsburg University.
He learned about the retreat from Director of Resident Life, Stephanie
McNulty, who has been taking the RA
staff there for years as part of orientation in the begiMing of the year.
"It's a high ropes course located IS
minutes away from the campus in a
Wildlife Sanctuary," Pasch said.
In the early morning, the students
participated in trust building activities
auch as the 'trust fall' where the s~
fall backwards on a platform and 11ft
caught by the other students who combine to fOJ'lD a zipper-like shape with
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Junior Debbie Stickney and sophomore Lauren McCann help eachother learn the 'ropes' of
the course on their hall trip to Stony Acres. Photo courlesy of Mariana Morris

One activity involved the group to be
spilt into two tearns. They then had to
cross a spider wed of ropes without disrupting a bell that was tied to the ropes.
In the afternoon, the group harnessed
up and moved on to the ropes course.
"The course was very challenging,"
senior Ryan Becker said. "It helped many
people overcome th. fear of heights."

The students learned to work together
and went home with a sense of accomplishment.
"It was a really great experience," junior Mariana Morris said. "I learned more
about my friend and met some really
interesting people. Now we all have
something in common.
"I would love to do it again."
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Study Abroad students witness Israeli conflicts
'-ri. l hrl\tl'n\l'Il,' \Ii \1Itil'. \011

711t' 1),1111

(,,/1, "' \'

Hll

II \\ IRI ) PRO\ 0, Utah - A 2-y\.'ar old Pa!...stllllan glr1la} lkau on the pa\ l'mcnl IlI.'ar till.' ,\ugusta \'Ietona Ilospi1.1I in krusalem e,uhl'l thIs \\'l'd,: , aught
m thl: uosslire 01 thl. hddk l' i\steOl
lOnnlet, the gIrl \\ as stnltk by a stray
bullet Ihat ncoeheled off ,1 roadblock
and kIlled her mstantb
One hundred yards Irom the scene 01'
tillS traged), ) 76 Bngham '1oung Uniand wall
"erslt" studenb no\\ sit
HOll.·ed III B'I L., 's Jerusalem Center for
car Eastern tudles, they hear stones
that pamt a \ I\'ld pIcture of what IS
gomg on around them
But for now tho , e stone' arc the only
e po 'ure the students \\ III ha\'e to the
Holy Land they han; gone 10 \ lIt tudents arc confinl:d to the center's grounds
becaust: of nolent l1are-ups In and ncar
the Jerusalem area.
atahe Mar. ton, from Bountiful,

Ulah, said III a phone 11lterYII':W ] hursday,
thaI she has Sl.'en many unsettllllg
tillngs III the past week that have len her
seardllllg for answers
"\\ e hU\'e seen people Injured, IYl11g on
the SIde of the roud," she sard
The lenter's lock up began ept. 28,
\\ hen nght-wmg Israeh pohtlclan Anel
~haron \ pilted the Palestmlan-controlled
Ali\qsa mosque on the femplc Mounllll
Jerusalem haron's VISJl was an attempt
to claIm alllsraehs have a TIght to VISIt the
mount to lent protests and nots resulted
Ii'olll the \ ISII
larston and other students were al10\\ cd to leave the center from noon to 2
p III on the 29th to change money m
preparallon for an upcommg field tnp
Before 2 pm, they heard hehcopters and
ambulance SIrens, Marston Said
"From wherl: we were standing at the
ccnter, we 'a\\ complete chao, we e\cn
sa\\ an ambulance blo\\ up,"hc smd
Marston saId It was scary bccaue she
knew some students were suUm thl: cIty
() I.

durtng the explOSIon
"People were runnmg everywhere
fhere were Itke 10 tImes more people m
the streets than on the bUS Iest day,"
Marston s3ld
Whde on a three-day tnp outSIde of
Israel, students wItnessed an tI -American
demonstratIons, mcludmg the burnmg of
Amencan l1ags, saId Mary Ann Turl ey,
from alt Lakc CIty, \11 a phone mtervlew
Thursday
everal students had theIr luggagc randomly searched at the Israeh border upon
returnmg to the country, Marston saId
"The guards also took me mto a room
and mtcTVlewed me. They wanted to know
IfI wa carrymg anythmg for anyone, and
II' anyone had tTled to speak WIth me while
I was out of the country," Mar ton saId
Although students have been followmg
the happenmgs on C
, some saId they
stIli feci unmfonned about thc details
surroundmg theIr 'afety
" I thmk there arc thmgs they won't tell
us," Marston aId

When contacted by NewsNet, jerusalem (enter ltalson JIm Kearl offered no
comment about the SItuatIon affecting
Jerusalem Center students
In an attempllo address concerns, the
Jerusalem ( enler Admmistratlon con
dueted a quesllon-and-answcr sessIon
for students 10 Jerusalem Wednesday
mght, Oct 4
"One of the questIons asked," Marston
saId, "was what the church admmlstratlon was saying about them to Jerusalem"
Center DIrector Arnold Green reportedly told the students that brethren of
The hurch of Jesus hnst of Latterday Samts were saymg a lot of things
about the SItuatiOn, but he couldn't pass
them along,
Students have also been asked not to
share detaIls about what they have seen
recently ncar the center, Turley saId.
"They asked us not to gIve detaIls but to understate rather than overstate,"
Turley saId

Yahoo! ads
cause a stir
atalic Myen
The POJI. OhIO U.

AOL 'Instant' madness sweeps country
Mai Hoang
College Heights Herald, H At'1I/ U

(U-WIRE) BOWLI G GREENWe tern Kentucky Unr\'ef'lty student
Margaret Au' mother worne. that her
daughter IS becommg anll oClal. he
rarely ee hermper·on. Even her mend
have trouble seemg her smce he became an addIct But they tIll talk to her
every day
he ' addIcted to AOL lnstant Me 'enger
The E ansvllle freshman u es thc
Web-ba cd computer program to talk to
people all the tune, even If they It\'e on
her 1100r at Rode -Harlm he's e,en
got her roonunate, NIcholasVIlle fre hman Elizabeth Hale, hooked
"It's a better way to talk to people I
don't get to sec," she saId "I tarted
talktng to thl gIrl who I met at
Governor's Scholars when I got Instant
Messenger. "
They use It to talk to fnends and
family out of tate. They sometime usc
it to talk to each other, although It's
usually just for laughs.
"It's kind of absurd to commumcate
(to my roonunate) online when they ' re
nght across the room," Au saId.
They do talk to each other on Instant
Messenger when one is on the phone,
working on an Important paper or out of
the room .
"It IS good that she IS on my buddy
list," said Hale. " Sometimes when he's
outoftown or m another part of campus,

she 1M. me
[n tant messagmg started when the
Amenca Onhne sen ICC began m 1985
Then. only AOL ubscnbeL could send
and recelvc Instant me sage'
That changed m May 1997, when AOL
released the first er Ion oflnstant Mesenger that lets anyone WIth an Internet
sen ICC send the minI-me sages_ AOL
member stIli have theIr m. tant mes age
sen- Icc wlthm the onlme CTVlce with a
"knock-knock" feature lettmg them know
that a non-AOL u er has sent them a
me. sage
mce then, AOL ha released threl:
more vcr Ion oflnstant Me . enger The
latest, ver Ion 40, otTers buddy Icon,
chat room ,mes ages to leave when away
from the computer, auto-reconnect, a stock
ticker and file end mg.
And recently. other compames have
mtroduced theIr own Instant mes agmg
programs. hke Yahoo I Me senger By
domg that , they 've otTered a good complement to the traditional way of talkmg,
p ychology professor Wrlham Pfohl saId
"I think It' an effectIve way to commumcate," he saId. "It offer ano ther alternatIve."
He doesn't thmk that student WIll use
In tant Messenger as theIr mam way of
talkmg.
"People In general prefer face to face
contact," he saId. "They hke to watch
other people communicate."
Pfohl said there IS a possible downsIde.
With Instant Messenger, it's easier for
people to be honest or dIshonest. It may
also lead to Internet addIction, which

Don ilie, Kentuck), home to lasl week' Vice-Presidentiol Debate,
News ServIce.

causes people to neglect sleep or other
work they have to do.
That's why Bowlmg Green freshman
Paul Kesey doesn't use Instant Mes enger at all.
"It's an mefficlent way to talk to each
other," Kesey saId. " It takes 10 tImes a
long to type somethmg then to say It."
Kesey saId hIS fnends arc usuall y bu y
so they don't really have time to talk to
each other all the time. Kesey did ay he
would usc It IfIn stant Messeltger had a
feature where you can match a face with
a vOIce. He doesn't care too much for
typmg.

Fetus found in NYU dorm
Matt Murphy & Alan Guy
Wash Square News, NYU

NYU's Broome Slreel Dormitory, where
officials are Innllillatlnll, after a fflu, WI\
found Ihen: early last week.

(U-WIRE) NEW YORK - The New
York CIty Medical Examiner is investigating how a fetus found last week in the
Broome Street residence hall died, a
spokeswoman said.
The mother of the fetus told New York
University officials on Wednesday that
she had suffered a miscarriage in her
room nearly three weeks earlier.
"Our case is pend 109 further study,"
saI d medical examiner's spokeswoman
Ellen Borakov .
"We can't say whether it was a miscarriage or a live birth or a still-born. We
don't have enough infonnahon."
The 19-year-old student, whose name
was not released, reportedly miscarried
m her seventh floor donn room in early
September.
The woman wrapped the fetus in a
towel and hid Itm a box in her bedroom.
polr ce saId
The remams were kept in the room for
about three weeks until the mother reported the mIscarriage to a University

~\Clcom e

people inlo Iheir

10" n. Photo courtesy of Medlll

official. What prompted the mother to go
to the official remains unknown.
The police became involved in the case
after being contacted by NYU officials.
"We don't customarily involve the police in private health matters. The issue
here was that the fetus was in the room for
some period of time," said University
Spokesman John Beckman in a statement.
The medical examiner hopes to determine whether the fetus was alive at the
time of birth .
Test results should be released later this
week.
No charges have been brought against
the mother, though the police say the
investigation remains open.
Since Wednesday, security at Broome
Street has been increased to fend off a
possible media blitz, even though the
mother is no longer living in the dormitory.
The University has declined to comment on the details of the investigation
and any future plans for dealing with the
matter.

But In tant Messenger I wmnmg more
con\'ert than defector Students hke
LOUISVIlle fre hman Kelly mlth arc
actually choo 109 the eTVlce over telephone and e-matl to talk to dIstant
fflends .
"I prefer talkmg to people on (Instant
Messenger)," SmIth ald. "I can talk to
more people at one time and It's free"
ShelbYVIlle freshman Andrew Mlladm
saId It 'S ea ler than talkIng on the phone.
"If I don't feel like talkmg onhne. I
can say'l got to go' and go offline," saId
Mlladln. " ] can't do that on the phone."
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Best Buddies: Offering friendship,
making a difference
Katie Lambert
Grizzly StajfWriter

Most people on this campus will look
at you like you have three heads when
they ask you where you're going and
you tell them "to a Best Buddies meeting."
Unfortunately, few people are familiar with the program on this campus.
Well, sit back, relax, and read on .. .
Best Buddies is a non-profit organization founded in 1989 by Anthony K.
Shriver.
Shriver realized that there was a lack
of opportunity for mentally retarded
people to have friendly relationships
and socialization with non-disabled
people.
That is exactly what Best Buddies is
all about - closing the gap and introducing people who do not have mental
retardation to those who do in order to
form a bond that will last throughout the
semester, the year, and in a lot of cases,
for a lifetime.
The Best Buddies program on this
campus pairs up an U rsinus student with
a mildly or moderately mentally retarded adult that lives in a surrounding

Nearing
fall break,
freshmen
high on UC
•
experience
Patricia Quinn
Grizzly StajfWriter

jt

The tears and frowns have turned into
smiles and drunken slurs.
It has been just over a month and all of
the freshman have survived.
They are knee deep in 500 page text
books, having intellectually stimulating
conversations with people, and let's not
forget abouts spending the weekends at
Reimert.
The class of 2004 have a lot to say
about their first taste of Ursin us life.
For the most part, the class seems to
really enjoy it here.
"Coming to Ursinus is the best decision I ever made!" freshman Meredith
Azzari said.
Although in the beginning Azzari admits to having been overwhelmed, she
got over it quickly.
"I haven't gone home yet," she explained. "I have no desire to at this point,
I am enjoying it so much that I don't want
to leave."
Many freshman have had this same
response.
"I have only been home once so far,"
freshman Andrea Mountney said. "I am
having too much fun to go home on the
weekends."
Although Mountney was very nervous
in the beginning, her transition also went
rather smoothly.
"The easiest part about coming to
Ursinus was the fact that the upperclassmen were so inviting, " she said.
"The OA's made us all feel comfortable. But, the hardest part was the fact
that I had to adjust to the heavy homework load. At Ursinus I am doing about
five hours a night. It is a bit stressful, but
I am dealing with it."
While academics is the sole purpose of
the four year stay, one must not forget
the fun and games that comes with college life.
Dan McGovern, a freshman on the
DeW lacrosse team bad one thing to say
about his weekends here at Ursinus.
"I drink until I can't see anymore."
On a more serious note, McGovern
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area who shares common interests, goals,
and hobbies.
The pair keeps in touch throughout the
semester and year through phone calls,
letters, and other forms of communication.
Once or twice a month, the individual
students meet up with their buddies to do
something fun togethcr- shopping, going
out to eat, a trip to the movies, and other
exciting activities.
Also, about once a month, the whole
Ursinus Best Buddies organization goes
on a group outing to somewhere exciting
off campus.
Last year the Best Buddies participants
got to experience an array of activities,
some of them including a Christmas-time
trip to see The Nutcracker, bowling trips,
catching a Phillies' game, marching in the
Collegeville Main Street Halloween parade.
Members also attended the Buddy Ball
in Philadelphia where Best Buddies organizations from a handful of area colleges
and high schools get to know members
from other organizations, and eat, laugh,
and dance the night away.
This year, through the leadership and

organization of president Michelle
Janelsins and the other officers, the 21
college buddies, 21 mentally disabled
buddies, and 10 associate college buddies are in for a year of good times and
great trips. Planned already for this
semester is a group outing to see the
Philadelphia Phantoms play on Oct. 29,
a bowling day at Limerick Bowl on Nov.
11 , and a Holiday Party on Dec.3 to
celebrate with the buddies one last time
before the fall semester ends.
lanelsins explained what might be
ahead for a group outing next semester:
"A lot of people expressed interest in
a possible trip to the zoo, so we're going
to hope for that in the spring when the
weather gets back to being a little
warmer," she said.
lanelsins is full of enthusiasm and
excitement about the upcoming events
for Best Buddies.
"I did so much planning over the summer, and] think it's really going to work
out well.
"We're going to have a good time."
After all, a good time and lasting friendships are what Best Buddies is all about.
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Faculty Corner

The wrong-way Geese
Dr. Marcia Clouser
Ursinus Biology Dept.

Ab, it's fall, when birds migrate south .
Right? So why, several inquiring Ursinus
folks ask, are some ofthose B-52's of the
bird world, the Canada Geese, flying
north?
Good question.
Canada Geese used to be a symbol of
wilderness. They bred in the northern
half of the continent and wintered in the
southern half. People used to pause and
watch the V-shaped flocks pass high
overhead and listen to their resonant
honks.
Cool.
All that changed starting in 1936, when
wildlife managers released a flock of30
Branta canadensis maxima, the largest
subspecies of Canada Geese, at
Pymatuning wildlife refuge near Erie,
Pa. "Giant Canadas" originally bred
from Kentucky to North Dakota, but
they had almost become extinct.

]t seemed like a good deed to release
these wing-clipped geese to see if they
could recover.
The Giants bred like rabbits, so to speak .
(Check out the passion of the male goose
for his lady-love in the photo to the right.)
In 1969, offspring of the Pymatuning
geese were released at Middle Creek Waterfow Management Area near Reading,
Pa., about two hours west of here. The
geese were no longer pinioned and proved
surprisingly adaptable.
They learned to eat grain as well as wild
plants, for example, so they no longer
needed to migrate to find a food supply.
Giant Canada Geese are now year-round
residents along the Schuylkill River in
Fairmount Park and at other urban ponds
and watercourses up and down the East
Coast.
Because of their tendency to over-fertilize their favorite haunts (yuck!), the
resident geese are now often regarded as
pests.
One local golf course employs a Border

Freshman Melanie Newcomer unpacks during move-in day this past August.
Photo by Tammy Scharer.

explained what he feels to be the best part
of Ursinus.
"Ursinus seems to be a real close knit
community," he said. "You walk to class
and everyone smiles or says hello to you.
On the weekends, it's as though the entire
school is friends with one another."
While it's not even halfway through the
fall semester, the first month of school
places freshman in many new situations

and produces many new feelings.
They are learning what it's like to pull
an all-nighter and still end up failing.
They are feeling confused about making new friends, and they are missing
home.
Nevertheless, these freshman have just
survived one of the hardest months of
their life.
It only gets better from here.

Giant Canada Geese are year-round residents along the Schuylkill River in Fairmount Park.

collie to scare the geese off. Up the
Perkiomen River at Green Lane Reservoir, wildlife managers have resorted to
piercing the eggs as a means of birth
control.
You can still look up and see wild geese
migrating south . The low-flying geese
are probably our locals. But the high-

fl ying geese in big V's are wild Canadas
from the north, come from the Arctic
and on their way to Mexico. Honking
all the way.
Source: The Birds ofPennsylvania. by G.
M. McWilliams and D . W. Brauning
(Ithaca:Cornell u.Press. 2000).
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Letter From the Editor

New breed of Grizzly at
Ursinus College
Don Reimold
Co-Ecliror-,n-Ch,e/

As you may have noticed, The Gn:zl),
has undergone qUite a transformation for
our 'cventh Issue of the fall
Radically ncw. debuting everything
from a ·leeker headline font to our spcclal
pullout ecltons. we arc attempting to
give student. faculty, staff. and parents
of student a fre h, more In-depth glimpse
Into the \tfe and limes of Ursin us College
and beyond on a weekly ba IS.
Doc bigger equal better?
We sure hope so.
Yet, the deci ·lOn to expand IS not simply for the sake of It It IS a lestament lO
the growing quantity and qualllY of our
articles, features, columns, reViews, PiCtures. graphiC ,and stat An assessment
of our current enterpnse led us right to
that fact. and the behefthat enlarging was
the only way to keep up
The publication of the 16-page paper
you ee before you, eqUivalent to 32 pagcs
of old Gri=zly-slze. was no small feat and
Included the untque talents and efforts of

v1 arkPans ,@laol.com

-r~( 7iM£L~SS C HALL f"NGE:' O~
,R'Y1NG 7b 0-/005£ A O::>MA\N NAME'

"Pro-Life" sends
wrong message
Recently, there has been a lot of talk
about abortion. This very word can stir
up so many different emotions in people,
but the one thing everyone seems to
have in common is passion. Whether
you are Pro-Choice or Anti-Abortion,
everyone, including myself seems to
have an opinion about this issue , from
students to our country's presidential
candidates .
I use the term "anti-abortion" because
I, myself, am insulted when people state
that they are "pro-life". While I realize
that the term "pro-life" also applies to
euthanasia and capital punishment, when
people use that to describe their position
concerning abortion, my stomach starts
churning. That's Like saying that just
because I believe that it should be a
woman's individual decision as to what
she wants to do with her body makes me
"anti-life".
The reason that I have so much passion about this issue is that I can remember very clearly the days where my
mother worked as a clinician at Planned
Parenthood in the heart of Center City
Philadelphia. During the summer
months when school was out, I would
often accompany her to work. There
were many days that I would go outsidc

a dedicated few indiViduals, a planntng
process spanntng SIX weeks and thc hard
work of our publIsher, Franklin and
Meredith Printing.
Another excillng development IS our
recent partnership With V- Wire, an APtylc colleglale press scrvlce. which will
go a long way In helping us Inform you
beller about matters out of our normal
covcragc area (I e. Collegevllle l )
To capture anything and everylhlng
Vrslnus, wc have an array of multi-talented, genUinely wonderful students on
taff From ouramallnglydedlcated news
editors. lo our splflted and heavilY-involved opinIOns crew, to our A+E living
legend . along with a sports editor who
doc n't Just cover athletic. she plays It.
copyedltors who have been a welcome
taff additIon and not forgetting our photography editor. the man behind the camera who has captured many of the attractive photos you have admired all emestcr
Our goal as a tafT each and every week
IS Simple to put together and publIsh the
best paper we pOSSibly can

No exceptions.
Will mistakes stili be made? Absolutely Such IS the nature of the beast.
As collegiate JournalIsts, we welcome
response to our written work and appreciate those who take the time and effort
to read thlllgs through and formulate
their own opllllOns. whether they agree
with the slant of our articles or not.
Offer constructive critiCism. Share
IIlslght. Present oplllions. Come up with
a bit of sage ad vice. Don't, however,lash
out at a group of unpaid young people
Simply attemptlllg to do some good and
stnvlllg to create.
And on that note, we now tum It over
to you
What do you think of thiS week's paper? Interested In JOlnlllg the staff as a
wn ter/reporter/photographer?
We want to hear from you!
E-mail us at Gnzzly@ursinus.edu or
you can personally get III touch with me
at darelmold@Jurslllus.edu.
It's a new breed of Grizzly on the
campus ofUrsmus College.
We hope you enJoy it

Abortion pill provides pause for debate
John Mohl
Gri;;:I,' SrajJ Wnrer

JaoeSmith*
Grizzly Guest Opinion
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only to come back to pictures of bloody
fetuses, the hands of the demonstrators
laced with rosary beads hurling insults
and outbursts at me. an eighth-grader. I
will never forget the day that I happened
to glance outside only to see a demonstrator hassling a woman who had just come
out of the clinic. Despite the fact that this
terrified woman only seemed to speak
Spanish, there was no mistaking the confusion , fear, and terror in her eyes as she
watched the demonstrator, who was furiously gesturing and speaking few words
of English to her loudly and haltingly. I
grabbed her arm, rushed her inside. To
this day, I will never forget the fear that
was in her eycs.
While, I can understand that protestors
have the right to assembLe peacefully, I
don't agree with a lot of the ways they
approach women and other people. Intimidation and fear are not how to get
your point across. Unless you have ever
had an abortion, you cannot possibly criticize or judge the decisions that women
have made about their bodies. It is definitely a hard decision to make and one
that will affect the respective person's
life in a way that others cannot even begin
to comprehend. Before they point fingers
and start screaming, how about stopping
and thinking about how women in the
clinic feel?

Thc Food and Drug Admlntstratton's
deci 'Ion to allow RV-486 to be preSCribed In the country a a means to
prevent pregnancy gIve us a chance to
stop and thtnk about thl . whole debate a.
to when lIfe begllls and when I the late t
pOSSible time to end a pregnancy
Thosewho find no fault With the drug's
purpose have a fairly reasonable argument tn favor of the drug: that thiS I not
the kllltng of a child. Just a tmy mas of
human potenttal. I certainly can sec why
they see it this way. and It is certatnly not
illogical. When you compare a newly
fertilized embryo to a newborn child.
there is certainly a vast difference.
As I said in the begtnntng, the RU-486
controversy tnVltes us to ponder a very
emotional debate: When does a human
life begin? Now, I am CatholIc. ergo
pro-life, and most may dismiSS my beliefs because they arc only based on
religion . In fact. my argument (which IS
not based on rehgion) IS much Simpler,
so simple that it may upset even those
who are pro-life. for It doesn't seem
convincing. But if we look at the entire
picture, it may not change your beliefs
(which is not my purpose), but you may
no longer see the pro-life view on this
issue as being ignorant or unfair to those
who do not want to be pregnant. and that
most of us are not the stereotypical picture of violent protesters that some may
want to manipulate you in believing.

Most people JustIfy abortion by saytng
that the proce s of bIrth IS where hfe
beginS But IS there that much ofa difference between the time a chIld ha been
born and when he IS about to be born?
Some may say that the child. or fetu ,has
not had the expenence. of the world
around them But eVIdence has shown
that out ' Ide tnnuences have affected a
child while he or she wa tn the womb. It
could pOSSIbly lead us to conclude that a
child may be no different tn the everal
hours It may take for a chIld to pas from
inSIde the mother to the outSide.
No\\ people may say that an abortion tn
the third trimester (or perhaps the second
tnme ' tcr) I not ethically right, and hould
not be allowed
The use of "month .. and "tnmesters"
has been Indeed a strong determtnate.
laws and statues have been written with
these term .
StIli though, If we look at the whole
picture. we find these parameters lacking.
For example. let's say that after the
econd trimester. law Will not allow abortIOn. We know that the maturation in
those nrne monlhs is gradual, even when
gOing from the first to the second tnmester. There IS no magic wand that is waved
that changes the child from an "it" to a
"he" or "she." What could you say (if you
could) to a child who will be denicd thc
chance to life Simply because It is one day
before that second trimester, even when
there IS hardly a difference betwcen one
day before the trimester and one after?
How about the day before that one? The

only possible conclusion is that this life
IS no dIfferent at any stage from the time
of concepllon not because the Law says
one way or another, not because time
makes the human go through an immedIate metamorphosis at one stage or another, but because we see that this a
human being, created at conception and
IS to be treated as a human. for we cannot
truly draw the hne at any other point.
This leads me to RU-486. As I stated,
the drug does not allow the embryo to
survive. It is at the conception of the
embryo that we realize that only before
it we can draw the line of ending a life,
only when there is no life to begin with.
RU-486 is another element in our occasional blindness not to look at the
whole picture.
We see convenience, we see efficiency.
but we simply do not always look at what
it is all based upon: life.

Apathy better than ignorance in voting any day
David Kohn
Daily Northwestern, NU

(U-WIRE) EV ANSTON, I11.---For all our
disagreements in America, it seems there's
one thing everyone can agree on: People
should fulfill their civic responsibility
and vote. From Republicans to Democrats, from ABC to MTV, from pro wrestlers to the guy in a Bob Dole mask who
robbed a Chicago area bank just before
the '96 election, everyone's been telling
us the same thing: "Don't forget to vote."
What's wrong with that? As we've been
told, high voter rates mean we're a country that cares about its leaders and lives up
to the democratic ideal of governing ourselves. Right?
But there's a problem, and it's twofold.
First, people who need encouragement to

vote. by definition, were not going to vote
anyway. This usually means they are uninformed, misinformed, don't care or all
of the above. Second, we hear no encouragement to be informed voters; to regularly or thoroughly read the newspaper( ).
to examine the candidates' records. to
contact campaigns about specific position information -- we are encouraged
only to vote.
It's bad enough that millions of swing
voters only get their news from television
or late-night comics. (I'm not making this
up; read The New York Times Magazine's
cover story from last week.) Even those
reading the newspapers don't always get a
clear idea of what's happening. Most of
you probably remember the flap about the
word "rats" in a Bush ad. Most of you
probably don't remember the response by
Republican National Commiueechair Jim

Nicholson.
He first pointed out that the story had
been covered by Fox News two weeks
prior. sarcastically suggesting a new
slogan for the Times: "All the News
That's Fit To Re-Print." Plus, he drew
attention to another enlarged word in
the ad; three letters in the phrase "interfere with doctors" were also flashed
across the screen, forming the word
WIT. "But the Democrats don't suggest
we're trying to send a subliminal message that AI Gore is a funny guy, do
they?" Nicholson said.
Controversies usually are good for
sales. which is why the media are not
particularly prone to diffusing them.
Under the circumstances, priority and
attcntion often go to whoever's side of
the story can make it out first.
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Grizzly Crossfire
Is Bioegineering ethical?
Absolutely

Not a Chance
Brian Berg is an

Megan Restine is

Ursinus senior. He
is an International
Relations major and
a Grizzly Opinion
editor.

an Ursinus sophomore. She has not
declared a major
and is a Grizzly
Opinion editor.

In this age of unprecedented scientific discovery, the once
separate realms of science and morality are starting to intersect.
Through advances in bioengineering, humans now have the
ability to "play God" by manipulating the fundamental building blocks of life. The larger question is whether this ability
should be utilized and remains largely undecided.
While most governments and individuals have largely
condemned practices such as human cloning, the issue of gene
manipulation and gene selection, especially with invetro
fertilizations ("test tube babies") remains a contentious issue.
While some may condemn this type of bioengineering as
unethical, we cannot overlook its positive aspects.
Bioengineering gives parents the ability to detect and
eradicate most types of debilitating diseases by altering the
genetic code of their child.
Gene therapy research, although still in its preliminary
phases, has given millions worldwide hope that perhaps they
have a chance to lead normal, disease free lives.
Bioengineering is by no means perfect. The death of a
recent gene therapy candidate at the University of Penn sylvania sobered the medical community by proving bioengineering is not risk-free.
But, should these risks prevent us from utilizing what could
potentially be the most powerful medical miracle ever discovered?
The potential benefits that human kind stands to reap from
advances in bioengineering decree that we should not and
must not abandon this new strand of scientific discovery.
The scientific community must be prepared to proceed
carefully and must be willing to acknowledge that bioengineering is not perfect. At the same time, we must not allow
these risks and imperfections to deter us from helping future
generations by abandoning bioengineering.
Many critics of bioengineering make the argument that it is

You casually stroll through a department store, briefly
stopping to pick out only the new fashions that catch your
eye. You choose only the highest quality items that match
the current style trends and proceed to check out using one of
your major credit cards. Now, can you imagine using this
same process in selecting your child? I think not.
Recombinant DNA technology, or genetic engineering, is
a notion that has recently taken the world by storm. Over the
past few years, manipulated forms of com, soy, and tomatoes
have been grown and engineered. Types of insects, fish, and
other domesticated animals have been introduced across the
United States. The effects of this technology have also
seeped into to the inner most level of a human being: their
genetic code. A profound, and not completely understood,
concept, tinkering and toying with the genetic code ofliving
things goes against virtually every moral and ethical beliefin
existence.
I agree with the notion that God is the sole creator of life
in this world. I find that it is a pompous and asinine
assumption for human beings to believe that they have the

"Humans are as much a product of
their environments as they are a product of their genetic codes. Unless
bioengineering can do things such as
wipe out poverty, improve the world's
educational systems, and stop war, then
humans will still continue to develop in
the unpredictable ways they always
have. Bioengineering will not destroy
society. Won't bioengineering allow
millions of people to have the chance at
a life that would otherwise be short~ned or not even possible at all? "

right to interfere with the very essence of God's work. This
is not only completely out of our range ofauthority, but it also
harbors many unknown and potentially dangerous side effects. How can we, as mere humans, manipulate and abuse
our genetic code without even acknowledging the possible
innumerable perilous outcomes?
Biotechnology is a mystifying science that has recently
caught the attention of the pUblic. This area encompasses the
utilization of genetic engineering, human genetics, and gene
therapy. The benefits offered by biotechnology have come
to greatly overshadow the harms or damage that may arise
with the abuse of this newfound information. The public has
been blinded by the advantages that propose the cure to many
illnesses, the possible prevention of genetic disorders, and
the solution to the mystery of the complete nucleotide
sequence of human DNA. Society fails to see the detriment
that may be triggered by the potential abuse of this technology. As biotechnology is a science that harbors many
menacing threats to human life, there needs to be regulations
instilled to prevent the manipulation of this technology.
Though it may seem like to have many advantages, human
nature contains a tendency to abuse the new things as they are
discovered. Imagine a place in a time where a person's life
is already determined at the very moment they come into this
world. At birth, a child's pre-selected complete genetic
sequence could be processed and interpreted. Through this
technology, the sequence could be translated to predict a
newborn's entire destiny. From that moment, the child's life
may be described through possible predispositions to varying temperaments, diseases, and physical conditions. Regrettably, this test may also foretell the child's approximate
time and age of death.
A person's status in life can be determined from the very
beginning. Any imperfections or deficiencies would automatically establish their rank as a valid or invalid member of
society. Additionally, genetic code could be readily available for the public to obtain. Random blood tests and urine
screenings would be utilized to provide public access to all
of society. With this information accessible to the public, it
does not take very long for a tremendous manner of discrimination to emerge. Discriminatory social practices from the
judgement of genetic codes create an immense separation
between the val ids and invalids.
Genetic engineering represents a double-edged sword. On
one side, there lie answers to problems that have plagued
generations. However, with one strike of the sword, our
whole world as we know it may be altered forever. It is our
responsibility to ensure that the power held within the
confmes of biotechnology is not unleashed in a harmful and
abusive manner.

the place of humans to "play God" and pick and choose
humans are born or what characteristics they should and
not have.
argue that the sanctity of life should be preserved
all. But I ask them, how better to preserve life than to
out genetic disease?
't bioengineering allow millions of people to have the
at a life that would otherwise be shortened or not even
at all?
idea that bioengineering will divide hU11lan society into
that are "perfect" and those that are not is an idea that is
in the sci-fi fantasies of Hollywood.
.... lInm.,," bioengineering will allow us to screen for disit is naive to think that the human brain and personality
shaped solely by genetic factors.
...... IIAII" are as much a product of their environments as they
a product of their genetic codes.
bioengineering can do things such as wipe out
improve the world's educational systems, and stop
then humans will still continue to develop in the unpreways they always have.
lioen~~inc~eriin~ will not destroy society.
fact, it is quite possibly the first step in building an even
one.
a world free from the ravages ofanemia, Parkinson's
and Alzheimer's.
me crazy, but I don't really think that would be such a
place to live in.
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"It is a pompous and asinine assumption for human beings to believe that
they have the right to interfere with
the very essence of God's work. Genetic engineering is not only completely
out of our range of authority, but it
also harbors many unknown and potentially dangerous side effects. "

Ursinus students react
to Israeli-PLO clashes
Nour Moghrabi
Grizzly Staff Writer

The outburst of recent clashes between
the Palestinian civilians and the Israeli
soldiers made its way through the widest
spread media networks in the world. The
clashes worry leaders around the world
because of the sensitivity of the IsraeliPalestinian conflict. The recent clashes
are but one episode in a 'series ~f b160dy
confrontations between the two sides since
the UN declared the state of Israel on the
land of Palestine in 1948. Both the Palestinians and the Israelis claim religious
rights to the land, especially the holy city
of Jerusalem. The incident tbat caused
these clashes, however, was the Likud
leader, Ariel Sharon's recent attempt to
forcefully visit a site considered holy by
both Muslims and Jews in Jerusalem who'
status is still under negotiation .
Some students have dealt with the conflict on a daily basis throughout their
lives. Students from the Middle East in
Ursinus, mainly from Jordan, as well as
others with Islamic religious affiliation,
were struck by tbe news. From voicing
their opinions in their respective classrooms, to participating in a protest in
Philadelphia condemning the shooting
and killing of the Palestinian civilians,
these students have expressed their grief
for the situation in the area. To them, the
conflict is not only political but also personal. Many of them are of Palestinian
origin, whose families sought refuge in
Jordan after the declaration ofIsrael, and
who still have relatives living in the West
Bank. Tbey were asked to describe their
feelings and the different responses they
gathered from students at Ursinus College.
Sophomore Manal Shehabi, who has
been mourning the loss of an Arab-Israeli
friend killed last Monday by Israeli soldiers, said that she felt sympathy from
many of her fellow students, mainly when
she touched on th personal dimension of
her experience. "Many students were
much more interested in the situation
after I mentioned the horrible death of my
friend than before I did," she said. Layali
Esbaqaidef is another sophomore from
Jordan, who has been following up with
the news not only through the media
coverage, but also through contacting
Palestinian and Israeli friends that she has
acquired over the years. She says that
many students she encountered on
Ursinus' campus knew very little about
the situation. Interestingly enough, however, she found some positive responses
from some members of her science-oriented department, biology. About the
conflict, she says that "I ople all around
the earth have human rit Its assuring that
no one else attacks or humiliates their
religious holy places and their rights to
express their religious rites peacefully
and freely in private religious places. And
the Palestinian Muslims,just as any other
people from any other religion, have the
right to defend this very basic right."

Freshmen Mahmoud AI-Yahia and
Rami Musmar were glad to find passionate, as well as interested, professors and
American students from different backgrounds, especially in their CIE course.
"Some students were Jewish and we
shared discussions about the topic together," they said. Despite these positive
responses they were disappointed with
the general mindset about Muslims describing tbem as terrorists!"1t~s difficult in a way to explain [the situation to
the students] because of the influence of
the media here, they believed that Palestinians (Muslims in general) were always the terrorists and they were always
who started violence," Musmar said.
Mariam Murtaza is a sophomore from
Pakistan, and what she sees and hears
from her friends and the media reminds
her of the Holocaust. "I saw a movie on
the Holocaust in the CIE class, which
was depicting how the Jews had suffered
as they went through a lot in the Holocaust, and they showed that this should
not be done when there are conflicts."
Murtaza then continues, "Did [the Israelis] not learn that it is not just to take
innocent lives away after going through
it by themselves?"
On the other hand, other non-Arab,
non-Muslim students shared their views
on the topic. Karen Paul said that she first
knew about the clashes in her class. She
is "disappointed by news coverage, and
has hardly heard about a huge piece of
news." Whereas Geoffrey Brace, a politics major, believes that "all of the media
coverage coming into the US has a bias
towards Palestinians." While Paul believes that opposition groups to the peace
treaty among both Israelis and Palestinians are hindering Arafat and Barak from
achieving a peace treaty. Tom Pomenti
believes that "political officials signing
a piece of paper will not end the problems [and that] the different peoples must
create peace themselves, through their
own actions." And then he continues,
"For peace, the stone-thrower is as important as the politician, ifnot more so."
Pomenti took courses that touched on
this subject, and is willing to take more
once offered. All three students mentioned that they have met with people
from the Middle East, whether it be on
campus or off campus.
In the midst of these events and media
coverage, are Ursinus students well aware
of what is happening in what is considered to be the holiest land of the three
religions: Judaism, Christianity and Islam? The students interviewed above
showed interest in the topic, with various
motives. However, does the rest of the
student body see the importance of what
is happening? Or is interest in the Middle
East restricted to pumping oil and nailing down Saddam Hussein? I would like
my readers to open up and create a continuous eagerness in themselves to learn
and listen to live examples of people
coming right out of the heart of the
conflict.

Come on over...

Boo
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Presidential debate shows just
how mediocre politics can be
Bri HI Bl'r~
~ II ()/"'--"-I11-"-II~/''''''';'I;-'(:-f1 1 - -

\l\er mllch dda\ and foot shuffilllg.
\ In' Plesldent \1 (,orl' and 1e as (,0\
c'mor tll'orge W Bush finally squared
10 the nr~t Presldenltal debate last
wn'!.; 111 Boston Wllh such a tIght rale.
most analysts arc predlclIng the debates
to ha,,: a much more slgmficant Impact
on the race than 111 years past The stakes
gomg mto Boston couldn' t ha\'e been
much hIgher for ellher candIdate
In the weeks leadmg up to the debate.
Bush had been laggmg sllghtl) behmd
(,ore m most major polls and was desperately trymg to regam some sort of
momentum go 109 mto the final month
before the e1ecllon. Gore was stili ndlOg
high in general polls. but had failed to
..
secure key "baUlegroun d states, e pelally 10 the mid-we t. de plte many
long hours of ehaustl e campalgmng.
The debate followed the now tandard
format . et up by the official Comml Ion on Pre Identlal Debate : 90 mlOutes of que tlon. an wer, and rebuttal
with a two mmute c10smg statement!
:.ummatlon at the end of the allotted
debate period. The moderator for the
debate was Jim Lehrer, Journall t and
hostofthc" ewsHourwllhJlmLehrer,"
a telenslOn new. program that aIr daily
on the Public Broadcastmg Station
The debate wa dominated by question on the typIcal IS ue that both
candidates have been preachmg about:
SOCial ecurity, pre cnptlOn drugs, health
care, campaIgn finance reform. and a
few foreIgn policy I ues. Overall, the
debate was mostly recycled rhetone WIth
neither candidate traymg too far off
theIr re pectlve script and neIther one
really takmg a bold stand.
But 10 uch a media-dnven campaIgn,
the Boston debate wa more about Image and less about ubstanllve, IssueOriented dISCUSSIon.
AI Gore needed to project a " Presl-

on

dentla('" linage .1Ild sho\\ that hc' would be
c<lpable 01 leadlllg the wuntry If elected
and If you l'quate " Presldlo'nllal" wIth
do 111 lI1<lt II1g, he dId Just that In what I
thought "'as a rathel chlllilsh dIsplay,
(iore repeatedly cut offmoderatOllehn:r,
spoke out of tum, and generally tned to
regulate the 00\\ of the enllre debatc
Both Bush and Ld1rcr \\ ere \ ISlbly frus

"A a tudy 1Il how to look fooli h on national televi ion, the
Bo ton debate will urely rank
a one of the all time clas ics.
ore' n w very public 't ruth
e aggcratlOn ' ha c eo t him
dearly, \J hile the lacklll tcr mediocrity of Gcorgc W. Bli h'monochromatic , mono yllablc
perfonnance cern to havc made
him come out of Bo ton a 'winner. ",
trated WIth the VIce PreSIdent's lack of
tact and hl all-too frequent II1terruptlOn
made hIm seem pushy and overbeanng
Bu h, on the other hand. failed to really
project any type of per onaht} or platform . HI . answer. to most questIOns \\erc
rarely detaIled and evcn \\ hen details
were given, they wcre usually either
coaed out by Lehrer or forced out by
Gore's attack Although I thmk that Bush
came acros as the better public pcakcr
of the two candIdates, hc showed all the
per onallty of a styrofoam cup and only
seemed to attack Gore and the pollclcs of
the Chnton Admllllstratlon rather than
articulate hIS own \,ISlon for the country.
Say what you will about Pre Ident
Clmton's moral character; no one can
deny that he wa a great debater I \\ as
hopmg that ome of CllI1ton's public
speakmg kills \ ould have rubbed off on
hIS Vice Pre Idential protoge, but I was
sorely dl appoll1ted.
Gore u cd tradItIOnal Clinton tactIcs

such as placmg IIldlvludal people III the
audIence and then refernng to them to
make some pOInt 01 another ThIS tactIc
largely backfired WIth the structured
format of the debate, the TV cameras
were unable to pan mto the audience and
actually gIve these people a face to go
\\'Ith the name, severly dlmmlshlOg the
effectIveness of tillS strategy
Bush attempted to use thc same strategy, refernng to the strugglcs of a family
in Allentown, but It seemed rather phony
when used ImmedlUtely after Gore had
just done almost the same thmg. In theIr
efforts to turn the Issue mto tangIble,
personal. and easily Identlfiablc sound
bytes. both candlatcs failed ml 'erably
WhIle the candIdates Ooundered 10SIde, security Ooundered out 'Ide, strugghg
to contam protesters. angry that thIrd party
candIdates wcre not allowed to partIcIpate m the debate The mo t notable moment came when Green Party Pre IdenlIal CandIdate Ralph ader attempted to
enter the arena to watch the debate and
was escorted oIT the premlsls by State
Troopers even though he had a valid pas
to see the event.
As a study 111 how be t to look foolish on
natIOnal teleVISion, the Bo ton debate will
surely rank as one of the allttme cia SICS.
Gore's now very public " truth exaggerations' have cost hIm dearly. while the
lackluster medlOcnty of Bush's monochromatic, monosyllabIC performance
seem to have made hIm come out of
Boston a "wmner" At best. Bush ha
gamed a measure of momentum and Gore
has been put on a temporary defen Ive.
but the race IS stili pretty much a dead heat
going into the final week. of the campaIgn season
Overall. there IS nothmg more depressII1g than commg to the realizatIon that a
dl CUSS Ion between three tudent m
College\ IIle, Pa was a more mature. artIculate, and politIcally savvy debate than
the one that was Imultaneously gOll1g on
between the two men vyll1g to a sume the
leadershIp of our country.

Letter to Editor: Defending Al Gore
Geoff Brace
Grizzly Guest Opinion

Earlier tbis fall I saId that I would not
wnte for the Grizzly because I wanted
to devote my time to the College Democrats. However, after reading two
recent articles by my felIow students, I
feel it necessary to break my silence. I
am disappointed in both these articles
because I feel both writers are capable
of more in depth political thought and
analysis. My mother always taught me
that one should never point a finger at
someone because three more are always pointing back at yourself.
I am disappointed in Chris Cocca's
article, "Gore on Guns," for several
reasons.
Chris is a man I like to
consider a friend ofmme. Chris is also
in my Politics 324 class (Parties and
Elections). In this class we have been
exploring the theme of House members
representing their constituencies, even
if that means going against their beliefs. Every member of our class after
examining the data, has not given an
argument against a House member representmg hislher constituency, even if
that means voting against his/her beliefs. Nobody has questIOned this issue. I am disappointed that a fellow
class member would not take what was
learned in the class and relate it directly
to the practical. real world. Gore has
indeed voted in ways that would help
gun owners, in a state that is very much
agall1st more gun restricllons Relatmg
class learn lOgs helps me understand
that. A I Gore was a good representatIve
who was willmg to sacrifice his own
belicfs for his people-a true Statesman

It is my belief that AI Gore IS among the
best of Statesmen. ItJust so happened he
was a statesman m a conservative district
who sought to be the best pOSSIble representatIve. He fought for hIS constItuents,
a lesson many elected officials need to
learn.
The other artIcle of concern for me IS
Mark Wolfrey's. Contrary to Mark's statements, Democrats are not Socialists and
not too many people would say otherwise. Mark's foundation forcallll1g Democrats Socialists lies 111 Social Security
Mark goes into thi s on the back round of
Social Security. However, he falls to
address another point of view. the real
position of the Democratic Party on Social Security.
Rather than advocating irresponsibility, Social Security advocates responsibility, rewarding those who have worked
for their livelihood by guaranteeing them
basic benefits for a comfortable retIrement.
Mark's suggestion for personal retirement accounts IS a proposa l that I personally find many flaws .
Here's why.
Saying they encourage those who work
harder through their life would get what
they earned is a broad overgeneralization.
The hardest working people, the lower!
middle olalS workers, would get short
changed on this. Many people say that it
is not the responSIbility of government to
take eare of these people when they retire.
That is one argument, but on the other
hand, government docs not have the right
to hurt them either Here arc some statistics .
For every $1 dollar you put into Social
Secunty, when you retire you will get $8
back . This number is adjusted for infla-

tlon Show me an II1vestment portfolio
that will gIve me $800 a month when I
only put m $lOO. ThIS means no matter
your II1come level you are making out
better than you dId when you first 111vested. No personal retirement account
can gIve such returns . The average portfoho will double or triple if conditions are
right. So if you have put in $100, you
would get $200-$300 in return. I take this
from my parents experience when I say
not many middle-income wage earners
can afford $100 dollars a month, espeCIally if they have children and other
expenses. The only people such personal
accounts would help, and not too much at
that, would be the extremely wealthy and
those who already have lavish investment
plans.
Overall, it seems as if this plan will not
help the largest part of the population and
would only hurt them by depriving them
of the Social Security benefits later in life.
Claimll1g no responsibility in this case is
actually hurting people economically.
I have rethought many of my statements .
] did not want to make the same mistake
Chris and Mark made by ripping into my
party's opponent.
The one thing I like about George Bush
IS his idea of keeping the doors open.
When statements such as Mark's and
Chris's are made, the doors are shut to
everybody.
I know I will not get any Republicans to
listen to me when they read this, but I will
have made the effort to keep the doors
open and foster dialogue.
Above all. I wish to reiterate my views
that AI Gore is a noble man and a great
candidate to be President of the United
States.

A Bear in the Wilderness
by Dan Reimold

"Not a shred of evidence
exists infavor of the idea
that life is serious. "
---BrelJdan Gill

~

Destination: Personal Hell ~

Saw "Final Destination" in theatres
last spring.
And so I know what happens when an
absolutely normal kid has horrific premomttons about the impending plane
ride he's scheduled to board.
Let's ju t say, it's gruesome enough to
spawn a sequel.
Flames Ignite. Wreckage nie everywhere. People die.
Absolute carnage
And that's only in the fir -t fifteen
minutes.
Saw "Passenger 57" on video last
year.
And so I know what happens when a
guy absolutely not looking for any
trouble sets foot on the wrong aircraft.
Hostage taken . Guns go ofT. People
die.
Absolute horror.
And, added in with "DestinatIOn", a
real kIck in the ass for a land-loving kid
who's been afraid of flight since the
birth canal.
It's actually never been the flying part
that's scared me.
Absolutely not.
It's the fiery breakdown, spiralingout-control crash with no survivors portion that keeps my head spinning like
the Gravitron and my feet planted firmly
to the floor.
I thought it would be a cold day in
Satan's dungeon before I ever relented
my air virgin status and hopped aboard
anything other than a Ferris wheel.
But it was actually a warm afternoon
last August that 1 took my own feet out
from under me and forced myself to
undergo man's timeless Wright Brothers-inspired rite of passage.
Taking flight.
My first plane trip.
Destination: Personal Hell.
And traipsing through the concourse
of Philly International with carry-on
luggage swung over shoulder and ticket
firmly in hand, I couldn't shake the
sense that I was trapped inside a planeride horror movie with a killer ending I
wouldn't live to see.
"Now boarding: American Airli1les
Flight 2666 with service to Chicago. "
Stepped onto the plane a nervous,
hell-bound wreck. Felt a chill.
Was that death behind me now?
Turned round with a start. Saw I was
only mildly mistaken.
It wasn't death wearing a
"Collegevillain" T-shirt and shouting
into a cell phone two passengers back in
the aisle.
It was Joe Pope.
And behind him, Jess Rearick, Chris
Wayock and Nikki Kaiser.
All four were current UC undergrads
spending a week oftheir summer, present
company included, at a secluded mansion outside Champaign, Illinois.
The event: The Leadershape Institute's
annual six-day conference for select
collegians across the country.

And as much as I would learn about
effective leadership skills, facing fears
and forging friendships throughout the
weeklong summer session, it was the
plane rides there and back that made the
most difference in the entire learning
process .
The moral of the story, of course. a
I write to tell about it, IS that the air trip
was absolutely fine.
Turbulence aside, the experience was,
on the whole. cramped, boring. uninspired.
Something I had certainly made out
to be much more dreadful than it was in
true reality.
Thank God.
It was only after I landed back in the
city I thought I would never leave via
runway that my brother gave me the
news I was so stunned to hear I dropped
my luggage on the escalator and completely rethought my newfound air fortitude.
My friend from high school had died
while I was away.
In a plane crash.
The Irony seeped in as thick as blood.
He was a skilled pilot who chartered
small aircraft out of a local airfield.
mostly for businessmen and tourists.
His plane had collided with another
one just like his, either through human
or mechanical error.
Everyone onboard both planes perished instantly.
It was the fiery breakdown, spiraling
out-of-control crash with no survivors
that I was most terrified of, played out
in real life, with someone I knew and
would miss terribly.
No, my brother is not one for tact.
I could've easily thrown in the towel
right then and there and said to hell with
modem-day Aviation.
But I didn't.
I realized in the days following
smooth landing and friend's funeral
life is too fleeting to be afraid to take
wings and fly (read: metaphor). The
road to heaven or hell isn't paved in the
sky any more than it is on land.
And by not allowing myself to ..V",.......
rience something because of fear,
would never really be living to
with.
Most important, I understood
sometimes, a movie is just a movie.
But still, whenever Joe Pope, I1r~'~~f~a..
in black, comes forward to grab
shoulder, I would run, Satan VI: IJIUlUlI:U...
Just in case.

"Welc
urfinal destination.
hope you enjoyed this column and'Dle'as'liI
have a pleasant stay in Collegeville. "
Quote of the Week: "I have six locks
my door all in a row. When I go
lock ev~l')' other one. I figure no
how long somebody stands there
ing the locks, they are always

three."--Blayne Soosler
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"Battle of the Bands' rocks in Reimert
'In Search or finds groove, claims prize as top act
~ate

Juliano

;nzzly A+ E Writer

It was finally Friday night and I was
yched.
Why?
It was time for the Battle ofthe Bands
mpetition, sponsored by the USGA,
get underway in Reimert courtyard.
Everywhere I looked I saw people,
me sporting red cups with
>ktoberfest" in bold, black letters.
There was a certain feeling of anticition in the air as the crew got equipent on the platform ready, mics were
ecked, and wires were connected.
This was definitely the place to be.
Ursinus students could go there to
ar good, FREE music, have a great
ne, and thoroughly enjoy themselves.
·ople started coming in around 5:30
d by 7, Rcimert was filling up signifintly.
The first band took an acoustic style
d had the fewest members, only two
titarists.
They played favorites from Pink
oyd, Bob Dylan, Phish, and Bob
arley, including a version of "No
oman, No Cry" that was indeed all
!ir own.
Band member, sophomore Drew
terson, seemed to take pleasure interting with the audience, commenting
them between songs.
The next band consisted of an inter-

esting combination of junior singer Ryan
Warden, his little brother, and a young
friend on bass.
Their playlist relied heavily on Dave
Matthews Band, including "Crush", "Say
Goodbye", and "Crash".
Also included was a unique song, titled
"Mr. Food" that the crowd appeared to
enjoy.
The next group included senior Shawn
Levin and played some harder material.
It was a nice change considering that
the first two bands had contained softer,
mellower songs.
As I looked down off of the third-floor
balcony, I saw audience members cheering, dancing, and going crazy!
By that time, it was, after all, after 9
p.m., and I would definitely say that by
this time, the competition was hitting its
fever pitch.
After junior Heather Potts, Vice-President of the USGA announced the Homecoming nominees, the last group performed.
This group, called "In Search Of' was
in a league all its own for various reasons.
First, their set list contained all original
material.
The lead singer was an energetic and
talented female who appealed to the audience with a style that had yet to be heard
that evening.
When their set concluded, all were anxiously awaiting to hear the results of the

Bands performed in Reimert's courtyard from 6·10 p.m. Friday, Oct. 6 during "Oktoberfesl" festhities. Photo by Lauren Cyrsky.

competition.
The noise level seemed to raise quite a
few notches.
USGA officer senior Tim Burton finally climbed up on the platform and
announced that the evening's crowd-

Church on Film: Get
arter possibly the worst
movie ever made
effChurch
j

& E Editor

t Carter
vester Stallone ... Jack Carter
:;hael Lee Cook ... Doreen
ckey Rourke ... Cyrus Pace
chael Caine ... Cliff Bumby
'ected by Stephen T. Kay
. I didn't think it could happen,
a movie came out that is worse than

n Eagle 4. Leonard Part 6. The Bat
Patch Adams. and Santa with
'sc/es COMBINED. At least those
vies didn't ruin my day-Get Carter
lere's a short list as to why this film
y rank lower than Problem Child 3:
",",,,,.,,.. ., ..~r Stallone's acting: ouch. He
o flat, monotone, and boring in this
vie that I think I would have rather
t that annoying Pepsi girl that begins
those movies at Regal Cinemas - at
.t she call pull off Jack Palance's
ceo Alongside Rachael Lee Cook (I
which one of them is worse)
many long pointless scenes, Sly sue.
sfuUy pulls off the most un-menac, featureless role in recent history.
absolute banality of Carter and
"·r,-..'a relationship almost reduced
to tears. First of aU, Sylvester

Stallone crying is ridiculous in
itself. Second, when Carter says
to Doreen, "you're a special girl,"
and "your mom loves you very
much," after crying, I was close to
leaving the theatre. How did
Carter come to this realization?
All the characters did was sit mindlessly in a diner.
3. Possibly the most offensive part
of the movie was the screenplay
(the directing I didn't really mind).
The s~reenwriters expect us to
take Carter as our hero, after he
inhumanly treats his sister-in-law
and niece, throws a guy out of a
four-story window who didn't
deserve it, and shoots Bumby
(Michael Caine-ouch, you can't
shoot Michael Caine) in the back,
even though Bumby really didn't
have much to do with thc plot.
After two hours of bad acting,
hackneyed dialogue, and unjust
sympathy, I started to think about certain
ramifications of this film: is Carter really
the contemporary hero, a mindless oaf
who slaughters people? In an age where
pointless murders go unnoticed by a desensitized society, Get Carter made me
sick in its bad reflection of and contribu.on to this growing chaos.
Please, please, please, please-don't

pleaser "In Search Of' had been the decided winner.
The applause was deafening and the
red-faced, flustered band members said
their thank-yous before leaving the stage
area.

Whether performing at this year's competition or just sItting back and taking in
the varicty of music, this year's Battle of
the Bands had all the clements of a good
lime.
Music, dancing, friends, and fun.

This Week in
Entertainment
Films debuting in Theatres
Friday, October 13, 2000
The Contender
Dr. T and the Women
The Ladies' Man
Lost Souls

Films released to Video and DVD
Tuesday, October 10, 2000
Love & Basketball
Pitch Black
Rules ofEngagement
Shanghai Noon

Music releases
Tuesday, October 10,2000
go see this movie-I think there may be a
late-night showing of The Giant Spider
Invasion on tonight.
I'll take giant spiders over Sly Stallone
anyday.

RATING: (out of 4 stars) WOOF!

Collective Soul, Blender
Grateful Dead, Ladies & Gentlemen
Ja Rule, Rule 3:36
Orgy, Vapor Transmission
Steely Dan, Gaucho

~1'~I~(~ll~!~__________----------------------------------______________~/\~r~t\~I~
Entcltlli~n~n~l~c~n~t______-r==============~============~~~~~~~~~~~~iiii~

'M
he arents': Deniro,
Stiller shine in family comedy

www.Intem~""""

Week. com
www.speakout.com

This Week:

Who are you voting for?

\ cI 1111 ~ l'lI1 Pl'llil 'l.fl,,, /1 10 11 , 111 1111\ ,I
(l l \\ IRb) In\\ \ tIl y , Ill\\\ 1---'1h':l~
arlo: SOIH': llll'n \\ ho ~hudlkr at Ihl: thought

Lauren Cynky
Co Editor /II Cllle!

or malTiap\:

\ Ih:r St'':1I1' k.:t Ih.: Parents, I ulllkr,land \\ h\
1 h~ lilm stilrs Ikn Sulk! as tJlep
I ' o~k~r, Oil': oflhl: unludd.:st guys slIle.:
Ted ~ Ir ~hmann III There's SOIll.:tlllng
A.bout 1M) (a rok 31st) played by
tiller) As IfilIS laslname \\<\s\1'II ..o\l
bhng enough, Jr~g IS constanll) fOlt.:d
10 defend hiS career chol e _. h.:'s a
nurse "Ther\: aren't a lot 01 men III your
pr fcsslon arc Ihere. Greg')" onl: chara ler asks him bluntly
PoorGreg's lu k gels eycn wOIse when
hiS glrlfnend, Pam Byrnes (T~n Polo)
1Il\ltes him home for the we.:kend to
meel her parcnt~ Greg wants to marry
Pam, bUI before he can propose h.: must
'ecure her father's bles'lIlg . ounds
simple enough, nght? Wrong .
Robert DeNlro play. Pam's father,
Jack Byrne, a former CIA 1Illl:IT0gator
who i 0 protectl e of his daughter that
he coerce Greg IIlto laklllg a lie-detector te t. "Have you had premantal relations with my daughter?" Jack asks.
Greg's misguided attempts to please hi .
future father-Ill-law re ult III one hi lanou disaster after another, IIlcludlllg a
mall backyard fire, an overflowmg sewage system and a spray-pamtcd cat.
DeNiro has made a career out of playmg disturbed character m 'uch film as
Taxi Driver and Cape Fear In Meet the
Parents, he uses tbe same lechmques to
great comic effect as Pam' hghtly psychotic but adoring father Watch hi
reaction when Greg makes the off-hand
remark that "Puff The MagiC Dragon"
(one of Jack's favorite songs) IS really

In case you haven'l noticed, clectlon
tlmc IS qUIckly approachtng.
If you're like me, deCiding who to vote
for IS harder than you thought.
With the debates from last week not
bemg too much help, maybe It's time to
take mailers mto your own hands.
I don't mean protesting or trymg to get
a candidate to change where he stands on
Issues -- that would take some time
I'm talking about readmg the newspaper and explormg other resources to help
detcrmme which IS ues arc Important to
you and where the candidates stand In
relation.
The web lie www.speakout.com takes
a dl /Terent approach than you would think.
It' basically a non-partisan webSite that
takes the IS ues and helps you deCide how
your view fall In comparison to the candidates.
Fir t, there's a multiple chOice section
pertaining to the major platforms that are
being diSCUS ed and debated.
Here you arc asked at enter where you
stand on the Issues .
A fter that -- tills part only takes about
five minutes -- you hIt "select candidate"
and Within seconds, a percentage is issued
to how compatible you are With the mne
candidates listed for preSident.
After that, you can select the ones
you're mterested m comparing the results
of
I chose Buchanan, Bush, Gore, and
Nader

about marijuana usc It\ subtle,
bUI the underlymg hostility IS
.:nough to reduce Greg to a
blabbermg IdIOt
tllb IS perf.:ct as the fool
m 10\'': \\ ho JU\t wants to make
e\ eryone happy Th.: gentus of
hiS performance I. that we
n.:\'cr stop rootmg for him despite all of his mlslakes While
there arc plent} of hllanous
gags m thiS mOVie, the biggest
laughs arc the mall exchanges
between him and Dc Iro.
The sUPPortmg cast IS great
as \\ell. tncludlng Blythe
Danner as Pam' mom and
Owen Wilson m a cene- tealmg tum as Ke\m, Pam's eemmgly perfect ex-fianC(!
"Meet the Parent " I n't the
most ongmal romantic comedy to the hit the big screen m
recent years but It IS one of the
funmest. Folloy.. mg dismal
comedy thiS year thus far. thl
film IS a must-sec

From there, you can sec what you
thmk of their opmlons on abortion,
SOCial Securtty, gun control, and affirmative actton
For a more extensive Idea of who
would be the best preSident according
to your personal Views, there's a section that explores the Issues on a deeper
level
A degree of how important the tOPICS
of mdlvldual nghts, domestic Issues,
medicare, economic Issues, and defense and natIOnal Issues are rated for
you to choose between
There arc also a ton ofllnks to political party websltes, places to review the
recent debates, press releases, and mformation on political campaign ads.
mcludmg some controversial ones.
Lmk to activism centers arc also
found here -- you know, m case you're
so passIOnate about an Issue that you
want to get mvolved.
There's also a section for locating
who you're local area government officials are and bow to get In toucb With
them directly
So, maybe after thiS you'll feel a little
less "spoken at" by the candidates and
feel a little more secure about who and
what you're voting for.
After all, it is our country's future at
stake.
The vote you cast in November
should be an educated one.
It'll be another four years before a
chance to nght a wrong can be made
when our PreSident Isn't meeting our
needs m the White House.

Restaurant Review

o Harpoon Louie's a world
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away from Wismer
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....

Meghan Beck
Grizzly Health + Fitness Editor

If your parents pay you a visit or if you
and your friends just need to be whisked
away from the world of Wismer, then
Harpoon Louie's is your place.
It has the luxury of being close to
campus and offers a wide alTay of entrees outside its seafood specialty.
The restaurant is a bit on the pncey
side, but well worth the
expense as a nice way to
treat yourself and your
family or friends.
By the decor of Harpoon Louie'S, a passerby may think it is just a
seafood place.
However, the menu
ranges from beef to
chicken to pasta dishes.
There is something for
everyone to enjoy.
The entrees run from
about $13 .95 to $24.95,
depending upon the main
All of
course.
the portions are ample
and served on plates that
are designed in the shape
of a fish .
The entrees are escorted by the
patron's choice of two side dishes as
well as oyster crackers and bread before
dinner.
The beverage prices are higher than
most restaurants. There aren't free refills either!
However, there is practically no wait
for seating. Reservations arc recommended especially for the smoking section. For non-smokers they arc not
necessary.
Those looking for the fish alternatives, try the Chicken m Herb Sauce or
the Chicken Parmagma. Both arc huge
servings.

The two dlshe. arc entlcmg and make a
good combmatlon With a salad beforehand.
The "Captam 's favorites" (signified by
a little anchor next to tbe listing on the
menu) arc the Chicken Cordon Bleu, the
Shrimp Bisque, the Crab cakes Starbucks,
and the Creme pie.
If you have room for dessert after dmncr, the Creme pie IS a delightful choice.
Sophomore Cara Nageli, who recently
viSited Harpoon Louie's said, "You can't
go away hungry."

are both exceptional selection . The
French Onton Soup I smothered m cheese
With a broth filled With onions underneath. The Bisque, for those who enJoy
creamy soups, has a smooth texture that is
accompanted by tasty bits of shnmp. The
Caesar Salad IS of no small standing. It
comes served in a white bowl that is filled
to the top of spmach leaves and croutons.
If you aren't bigon very leafy salads, the
Caesar salad isn't recommended.
Overall, Harpoon Louie's is an excellent way for UC students to treat themView outside Harpoon Louie's, a popular Collegeville eatery, situated on Main Street., only
minutes from Ursinus College. Photos by Meghan Beck.
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Open "ie
Wednesdays

No Cover $2.00 Drafts'"
Bring your band and play

SmtdCl:i 11i31t~ SUc:ls/Sa:JUj5
Karaoke Every Sunday Night 9-1
For the seafood lovers, the Crab cakes
Starbucks, Zuppa du Mane, and the Alaskan King Crab legs are all excellent
chOices.
The Zuppa du Marie has an alTay of
clams and mini crab legs on top of a bed of
angel hair pasta In marinara sauce.
Both thiS dish and the King crabJegs
require some handiwork m opening the
shclls before one can dive in and enjoy the
meal. The Zuppa du Mane can get a Iittlc
messy. so ask for extra napkins at thc
table. Handlwipes arc also available.
On the IIghtcr side, Harpoon Louic's
offers a variety of soups and salads. The
French Onion Soup and the Shrimp Bisque

selvcs to an exceptional dinncr.
The oceanic family atmosphere and the
giant tropical aquarium can hclp to relieve the stress that awaits you up the
street.
Punctual scrvice is guaranteed as is
quick seating cven on a Saturday night.
So when your family is up, or if you and
your friends are in the mood for a change
from campus dining, remember that Harpoon Louie's is just down the strect and
ready to serve you.

$1.00 Drafts· 10-12
Happy Hour Everyday 5-7
$2 .00 beers half price apps
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Arts + Entertainment

Tim Meadows: Ladies' Man leaps from SNL
success to big screen
perspective, I'm very happy with where I
am."
In the past five years, former cast members of SNL have dominated the silver
(U-WIRE) TOWSON, Md.---On a screen as well as television with new and
show like "Saturday Night Live," hard inventive comedies.
work is often overlooked. A cast memMike Myers and Adam Sandler earn
bercould portray dozens ofcultural icons upwards of $20 million for each movie
and original characters and not be recog- they make, and David Spade has been
nized for the work he does.
bringing in plenty for his role in NBC's
After eight years as a cast member and "Just Shoot Me."
writer for SNL, the dedication has fiSince working with more than 30 cast
nally paid off for Tim Meadows
members since 1992, Meadows has seen
Meadows has finally landed the oppor- many of his former castmates make intunity to star in his first feature film, credible livings for themselves, and othportraying his favorite afro-sporting ers quietly get in the unemployment line.
character, Leon Phelps, in "The Ladies
"I don't compare my life to other people
Man."
because if! wanted to be unhappy I would
But Meadows doesn't plan on stop- compare myself to Sandler .... But I don't
ping after the movie, and doesn't see live like that. I'm very happy with my life,
himself as just another SNL member with my accomplishments," Meadows
moving on to other things.
said. "I will never be as big as Sandler or
Perhaps that is also the reason that he left Mike Myers but I'm very happy with my
SNL at the end of last season and will little piece of the pie."
have a starring role on the new NBC
With Meadows' collaboration with
sitcom, "The Michael Richards Show." Lome Michaels and SNL writers Andrew
"I've been in show business for 18 Steele and Dennis McNicholas, "Leon" is
years so I don't think this is my 15 even funnier and more charismatic onminutes offame [even though] I haven't screen than on SNL.
been famous all this time. I feel [SNL'] is
"The most intimidating thing for me
another job, just like The Michael was trying to make the character real,"
Richards Show' is another job. There's Meadows said. "It was really a fine line
been a lot of people that I've worked with between making the character too real
at SNL that did not go on to movie and trying to keep him [Leon] in his own
careers and are not even really working," world."
Meadows said. "So when you put it into
As much as Meadows would have liked
Justin Smulison
To werlight, Towson U.

to have some of Leon's traits off the set,
the character is almost nothing like the
actor.
"I think there's a lot of things that Leon
says that I would love to say that I can't
say to people and he can sort of behave in
a way that I can't because I'm a married
man," Meadows said. "Part of that is me.
I think it's part of the writers, too. This
character is like our little vehicle for us to
say and do things that we can't do in our
personal lives."
And Leon is in his own world indeed.
Meadows describes the character as someone whose best years were in the 70s, but
is living in the 90s. In fact, "The Ladies
Man" was inspired by people Meadows
knew while enduring the painful 70s.
"The character is sort of based on guys
I knew in Detroit. They were a lot like
Leon. They weren't pimps [but] they had
a lot of women, and women loved them,"
Meadows said. "They had a lot of style of
their own and I kind of admired that."
Due to many of the sexual references
made in the film, it's easy to distinguish
"The Ladies Man" from previous, less
accepted SNL-based movies such as
1999's "Superstar."
"I think this movie is closer to The
Simpsons' than it is to an SNL movie. I
wouldn't say it's better or worse than other
SNL movies. It's a completely different
character and this character has a different comedic sensibility," Meadows said.
"He's a lot dirtier than Mary Catherine

Gallagher [from Superstar'] ."
Though Meadows realized his dream
years ago when he joined SNL, he now
looks back on the past decade with a
newfound sense of achievement, which
he owes to his persistence and commitment to comedy.
"I wrote a movie, starred in a movie
[and] worked on a hit TV show. I'd like to
keep working," Meadows said.
"I think I'd like to keep doing this. I like
writing and I like performing and I think
probably directing will be something I'd

like to do in the future."
Consider "The Ladies Man" as Meadows' homage to his years at SNL and all
the characters he's impersonated, created and put to rest.
"I'm going to see how it goes.
"My life has gone with the flow of my
career. If people like The Michael
Richards Show' and it lasts and Michael
Richards still wants me on the show,
then I will continue to do it," Meadows
said.
"If not I will move on."

'Warning': Green Day's new album may surprise fans
Joseph Calmer
The Lantern, Ohio St.

(U-WIRE) COLUMBUS, Ohio--Watch out everyone, Green Day is back
with "Warning," perhaps the best album
of their career.
Billie Joe Armstrong, Tre Cool and
Mike Dimt produced this album themselves, thus allowing them more room
for creativity.
As producers, they had to pay attention to every little detail. This is the
reason "Warning" is their most serious
and best-written album to date.
Green Day is known for being a goofoff band, so of course, not all their songs
are going to be serious. With titles like
"Blood, Sex and Booze" and "Fashion
Victim," it's apparent Green Day are
going to continue to keep their humor-

The Buzz

ous side.
The band's last album, "Nimrod," started
their maturing process, but because the
band only knows a few chords, obviously, their songs are going to sound very
similar to each other. Fortunately, the
band produced "Good Riddance (Time
Of Your Life)," its break-out single. Besides being slow and toned down compared to their other songs, "Good Riddance" actually had a bit of meaning
behind it.
The latest album's version of "Good
Riddance," would be either "Macy's Day
Parade," or "Misery." Both are slow, but
"Misery" tells a story and seems to have a
swing beat, while the hopeful "Macy's
Day Parade" is another sign of maturing
by Green Day.
Both these songs, along with the whole
album, show how far Green Day has

come from the days of "Dookie." They
are broadening their musical talent and
writing songs with meaningful, and not
just ludicrous, lyrics.
Green Day also seems to take a political
stand on this album. In songs like "Warning" and the first single, "Minority," it
might appear that the guys are becoming
anti-government, following the steps of
Rage Against the Machine or System of a
Down.
Keep in mind this is Green Day, though.
Unlike the powerful and controversial
lyrics of the other two bands, Green Day
uses humor to get their point across.
Green Day has always been ridiculed for
not being a true punk band; they've even
been called a pop band. Armstrong uses a
fake British accent when he sings and
they only know a few chords - but look
how far a few chords has taken Blink 182.

Behind-the-Scenes
Entertainment News

Area (~oncert Listings
The Trocadero - IOrh andArch
SIS.• Phila - For info call- 215-922-L/VE

Padraic Maroney
Grizzly A+ E Writer

Friday, Oct. 13
her first starring role in "All that glitters", due next spring.

Go-Go Comebacks

Willis Enlists in WWII

It's attack of the 80s chick bands.
Comeback albums are in the works for
the Go-Gos, Pat Benatar, The Bangles,
and Heart. Courtney Love reportedly
told Belinda Carlisle of the Go-GO's
that she would love to play on the album. The Go-Gos album is due in the
spring. None of the other albums have
release dates yet.

Bruce Willis has stepped up to star in
Gregory Hoblit's "Hart's War," a World
War II film based on John Katzenbaeh's
novel about an American shot down
over Europe.
Edward Norton, who worked with
Hoblit in "Primal Fear" -- and earned a
1996 supporting actor Academy Award
for his role as an accused killer was
originally attached to the MGM project.
But Norton changed his mind last
month, casting doubts as to whether filming would begin in January in Prague as
scheduled.
MGM hopes to
have the film completed before the possible writers and actors strikes this spring.

TLC Tour No More
TLC may not be touring anymore.
Tionne "T-Boz" Watkins has said that
she will not tour anymore after they
fmished their "Fanmail" tour, due to
sickle cell anemia, which she suffers
from. The story appeared on the AP
wire, but the group's publicist has denied the report.

Mariah Wonder-ful

Mariah Carey has been offered the
title role of "Wonder Woman". She
hasn't signed on but is very excited
about the role. She is currently filming

Voodoo Glow Skulls, Agnostic
Front, ALL, Straight Faced

Thursday, Oct. 19,9 p.m.
OJ Logic, Project Logic

Friday, Oct. 20
No Use For a Name, Swingin'
Utters, One Man Anny. Big Wig

Thursday, Oct. 19,6 p.m.
Catch 22 (record release party)
MidTown, as 101, Berlin Project
11 p.m.
Ninja Tun Xen Tour, Cold Cut
DJ D.K.

Friday, Oct. 20, 9 p.m.

Saturday, Oct. 21

The beautiful south, Shivaree

Vision of Disorder, Glass Jaw.
Cave-In

The Twilight Singers, Greg Oulli

Sunday, Oct. 12

Monday, Oct. 23, 8 p.m.

Hooverphonic, OJ Tony Stewart of
the Freshly Baked Wax Crew

X-ecutioners, Souls of Mischief, Pe
Love, Masterminds, Bukue 1

Saturday, Oct. 21, 9 p.m.

The Electric Factory - check out

Eminem Notorious
Eminem will face charges stemming
from his now notorious confrontation in
a nightclub parking lot.
Prosecutors say the rapper isn't getting
any special treatment -- and ifhe's convicted, he should face up to five years of
jail time.
''He's like any other defendant for us in

at the drive-in, the (international)
noise conspiracy, Murder City
Devils, sunshine

terms of the cconomic consequences of
his actions," prosecutors said.
"He's charged with a felony, and we
intend to go to trial with this case as a
felony."

Padraic Maroney writes this column for
the Bucks County Courier Times.

TLA 334 Sourh St.- more info - 215-

1\'WII',elecrricfactory.com

922-/0// For tickers call ticketmasrer or
go to www.sft.com

Friday, Oct. 13,8:30 p.m.
Soulfly, Oownset, Primer 55, Slaves

Friday, Oct. 13,7 p.m.

on dope

Grant Lee Phillips, Robyn
Hitchcock
10 p.m.
SR71, Wheatus, Harvey Danger
Saturday, Oct. 14,8 p.m. (reserved seating)
Martin Sexton

Saturday, Oct. 14, 9 p.m.
Jurassic 5, Dilated Peoples, wI
special OJ set my ShortKut + Cut

Monday, Oct. 16, 9 p.m.
Billy Bragg & the Blokes
Wednesday, Oct. 18, 8 p.m.

Saturday, Oct. 21, 8:30 p.m.

chemist

Friday, Oct. 20, 10 p.m.
Beenie Man, Tanto Metro &
Devonte
Bad Re.ligion, The Promise Ring,
The SPitfires, Good Charlotte

Ad .. I 1', lIh,' l'Il1illnu.'nC
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eVlew: .E.M's
DC Calendar of Event ,
lassie 'Automatic for the People'
Oct. 11- 16
l hill'\.;
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I '"oplt is the llllll ,II Iy ill' la i ll1~d "I ' \t'l Y
blld, Iltllh .' Bilck..:d by ilIll:h."<.:IIIC p,ano,
R I 1\1 11I~S 10 IIlSp"~ liS 10 lOlltlllUI: on
0

"III-luI'
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phlltOglaphs and lI11pIIlslve actions. mid
nlghl (;al ndes and undel tow that all have
the same theme 01 memory. loss, and

I ,,/n l/ltl/IC /"1' ,h.' l'cllplcl' \l1I~ \II Ihl.'
d~ ~pol . d.1I \-:01 , ami \llUlfulh inh:ml.'
,lhull1 l·\·l·ll.'l~illl·d b\ R I I bUI It I,

,Ibll III\: onl.' Ill' Ihe 'I1\OSI b~'I\llIfully
llllllpll ~d alhullls of Ihl.' past d~ ad~
'-'lilt\: Ill, 7, R.I :. I. has won th~ l'al
01 m,unstl ~am Illusk with th~lr lal
\: ntl.'d and I.'fl.';lli\ e 11l1lsil and 1I111qUl.'lV
PIllUUl.'l·U Illwm. \ldeos
1 hI.')· h<\\1.'
laught II.' "SOI1'. and lold ,10rll.'s Irom
~ pl.'lIl.'nll.' 1 hl\ tlllle around the n1l:ssage IS nol onl.' ofhapplllcss IIkc III Ihe
pa,,1 hut a Illl.'ssagc Ihal revcals a darkl.'r
\ ISlOn of I hI.' world
Thl' group slarts Ihm latl.'sl album
with "Dnw," a song that IS \\TllIl.'n
~ntlrdy III minor key The 'ong crl.'atc .
a ml.'ntal pIcture.: ofa youth apocalypse,
\\ Ith (hl.'lr opl.'nlllg hnes of "Hl.'y kIds
\\'hl.'rc arc you? obod> tells. ou what
to do"
The group then kIlls any assumptIOn
that thIS album I' gOlllg to be full of
happy pop musIc when the) follow-up
"Ome" wIth "Try ot to Breathe."
ThIS song alludes to the work of Dr
Jack Kcvorklan and euthanasIa WIth
lYriCS like "I will try not to breathe. ThIS
deCISIOn IS mine, I have hved a full life
and these arc the eye that I want you to
remember"
The fourth track on AII/omatlclor the

lI.dn.dsd8~Oct 11
11 :00 a.m.
('areer Services on the Road (Until I
p.m.), Wismer Lobby A
12:00 p.m.
ommon Hour: International,
Pfahler Auditorium
5:30 p.m.
panish Table, Wismer Faculty/, taff
Dining Room
7:15 p.m.
U. . Blue Skies, Wismer Parents'
Lounge
Bravo! Balanchine, The Pennsylvania
Ballet. Merriam Theater at 8p.m.
250 . Broad t.,
Philadelphia. October I 1'h-October
15'h. Ticket $16-$60.

byslngmg "Whenyou're sure you've had
too much of this life, well,Just hang on"
Without a light and happy ong, Automatlclor the People IS an album etched m
black.
Even though the album IS dark and sad,
R E.M 's la t two tracks on thl
0 arc
the mo t mUSically dazzhng song they
e er created " Ightswlmmmg" and "FlOd
the RIVer" concluded thiS pmtually 10tense album perfectly with WIld frec-flow109 Image , RE.M creates viSIOns of old

longing that arc expressed with "the recklcssness of water"
A Ithough the message ISdark and somewhat depress 109, R.E ,M has created an
elegant album In A II/omatlclor the People
with harmOniOUs mUSical flow that crcates unique and vIvId Imagery ThiS IS
R F M 's best album to date, and maybe
one of the best albums that wa ' created In
the 1990'

RA Tl G: (out of 4 tar) ****

Tickeh .$5.

FIIdll, Oct 13
FaJl Holiday Begins After Classes
Ulysses: Sly Uses of a Book by
James .Joyce, Headlong Dance
Theater. Iron Gate Theater at
9p.m., Friday and Saturday. 3700
Chestnut St., Philadelphia. Tkkets
$15, students $12.

Samrdll, Oct 14
11:00 a.m.
Ecumenical Service, Bomberger
Auditorium

Sundll, Oct 15

11Iursdav, Oct 12
4:15 p.m.
Faculty alon: Academic Council,
Berman Museum, Upper Gallery
8:00 p.m.
MOVIE: "Green Mile" Wismer
Lower Lounge
Acou tic alterna-pop performance by
teph Hayes, Mike Ro., & ue
Rosetti. Gershman Y at 7p.m.
Broad & Pine treets, Philadelphia.

3:00 p.m.
Opening Reception: Philadelphia
Watercolor, Society tOOth Anniversary Juried Exhibition, Berman
Museum, Upper Gallery

Mandn, Oct18
Fall Holiday

Poetry Slam! on campus in November...
and here is a poetic sampling of the talented student works you might see
"Like Water for Chocolate"
by Erin Dickerson
"Like Water for Chocolate".
I get labeled for bettcr or for worst, but I never let It get 10 the way
of my dreams
I look past all of the world's negative stereotypes,
And past the fact that I am a woman ...
A strong woman
A woman of colour
Not tan, nor red, but...
BLACK.
Black like the morning ram clouds that carry the exixtence of a
hurricane
Now what do you have to say?
Yes 1 am alone,
I bored a child when I was a growing child myself.
But to loose her, would be to loose ALL self and soul.
I taught us well, all by myself.
A struggle is not easy, especially when you encounter it day in and day
out
But...

"Still I Rise", to meet my destiny
I bring ethnicity and dominance,
Prominance and devotion to an eager world of hungry ears around me.
My fame is in the cracks, where no on looks,
Leave the door ajar,
So one day You may see me for me.
See past all of the ignorance, educate yourself, yor soul
From a distraught childhood to a manifested destiny,
But "Still I Rise" ...
I rise to be a strong willed woman
Yet soft by touch, do you see now?
You in the mirror know of my name,
The words that you have read of mine will change you forever.
Forever is a long time,
But the mind is made up of time, one of our best gifts,
Let it grow.
From hell and back you will go with me,
Listen to my story for the first time, once again.
Outspoken, myself?
Yes this is true, but listen as I speak and shivers down your spine will
fizzle through

It's "Like Water for Chocolate" all at oncc
Don't stop to take a breathe now, you are not done
That step forward should not result in two steps back ...
Our problems we create for us arc nothing but pain
WE are the promising links that connect the chain
Hold onto your soul and let your mind wander,
For the more you learn,
The more people will ponder,
Ovcr your soul, self, and spirit...
It is a forcver changing revolution
Read reality for the first time.

"Manicured"
by anonymous
My skirt IS so short that whcn ) walk it
make attempt
at shOWing otT more than I'm already
choo 109 to.
Tell me, how would you tay wann waltzIng around
on street comers all night Without a
ball-gown?
All ) know I , J need what I need, I want
what I want.. I tYPIcally Don't Get Either
One
While hlver wrack my splOe, I run my
nails
over my parted lips: tcn flawless gllstenmg strawberry red ICC cycles
My Grandmother used to tell me only
not-nice girls possessed these fiery talons
These defined promises of actIvities that
would send souls traight to hell
The clicking of these pcrfect rose thorns
on a counter-top in any restaurant, enough
to make a man's mouth water and a
woman's mind flip over with revoltion
All the whilc, she still knows she's better.
My eyes scan the sidewalk, look over
sec the woman with the chipped and
cheap fake nails

Ie

Ruck'

I feel bad for Glenda, too old for this type
of work can't call cars the way
I'm sure she once could,
I take the few she manages to happen
upon whenever I can, however I can
Growl, Snap, Bark ... aim for the Jugular
I have a need to be good
I want what I want
) know my Diamond Wmg arc floatmg
here somewhere
All I can grasp are my Ruby Daggers,
slash at personalities' flIp Ides.
A midnight black family sedan creeps up,
a panther stalking closer and clo cr
Rolls down a Window, asks me what I'll
do. I an wer: anythlOg ,
Leans ovcr to look me up, look me down
Want to know how much, like I'm a doll
he's buy 109 for hiS daughtcr at Toys'R'Us
My father bought me dolls once, and I
wonder:
how would thIS male feel If hiS baby
girl had my Juicy, blu hlllg raspberry
claw?
What If she screamed the sentences filled
with swearing while simultaneously
sweating
to the frightening feeling of scratching
her barbs down any man's back?
Or IS that the game they play- do they
raise us all to wear the scarlet marks, all
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ten.
Do you wear them and make that cold
ice cracking tap-tapping on the counter
top and not even
know?
Do you hide what you are with a paintbrush stroking pale colored liquor over
thc soul you
were nurtured and threatened to have?
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BEARS MAUL BLUE JAYS
UC holds off
Hopkins for
28-17
Homecoming
victory
Above: Homecoming MVP and UC star running back Brian Degiosio races upfield. The sophomore RB had 101
yards on the ground and three TDs. Below: The Bears defense comes up big to stop the Blue Jay's rush.
Photos by Joe Laskas.
Senior Frank Vecchio
Cowie had two mterceptions which
(16-33, 251yds.) threw for leads the Centenmal Conference and
two scores to Glowacki Graham had two sacks and two tackles
and sophomorc Brian for a loss.
DeGiosio.
Reilly led the Bears in tackles with 12,
DeGiosio also ran for WIth one sack and a tackle for a loss.
101 yards and two scorcs
Other contributions on defense came
for a total of three touch- from senior Joe Conte with seven tackdowns on the day, enough les and junior Rich Toth with two sacks.
to earn him the Most Valu"It was an outstanding effort by evable Player award of the eryone from the head coach to the last
Homecoming Game.
player on the bench," Cowie added.
The defensive side of
"Each person did their job no matter
the ball was equally dev- how big or small it was, and that led us
astating, holding the Blue to a team victory."
Jays to a measly 251 total
The Bears put on a show for the reyards, 171 passing and 70 turning alumni by handling the Johns
rushing.
Hopkins Blue Jays on a windy autumn
The Bears defense was afternoon.
led by juniors Paul GraThe Bears travel to Gettysburg (0-3,
ham and Eric Cowie, along 0-5) on Saturday, Oct. 14 to continue
with the fabulous frosh their conference schedule.
Tommy Reilly.

Tim Noone
Grizzly Sports

This past Saturday, the Ursinus Bears
Football Team (4-1,3-1) handed the
Johns Hopkins Blue Jays (3-2, 2-1)
their first loss in the conference by a
28-17 score.
The Bears, with a capacity homecoming crowd at Patterson Field, got
their third league win of the season,
keeping alive their chances at a possible national playoff berth.
'Today was the first game we really
cadme together as a team, offensively
and defensively," sophomore Chris
Glowacki said. "We need to carry this
momentum throughout our remaining
games this season."
The Bears dominated all sides of the
ball.
Offensively, Ursinus racked up 387
total yards, 276 passing and III rushing.

Women's Rugby Roughed Up By Hawks
Kate Gallagher
Grizzly Sports

Homecoming Saturday sports events
ere kicked off with the UC Women's
ugby game against the Hawks from St.
's University.
Despite the festive weekend with the
of the bands held in Reimert and
of the alumni activities going on. on
1"""rA.,,,, the girls were all prepared for
battle bright and early Saturday
down on the football practice
The girls fell to the overpowering
in a well-fought battle.
St. Joe's is a relatively new team.
They were admitted to the local rugby
just this year and still don't have
The girls knew how troubling this was
Jecaluse the Rugby team was also witha coach last year.
"They ran us around the field and
mes played dirty," Adrienne
said. Ursinus held on until the
of this battle.
Hawks overpowered the Bears,
Ursious had some really good tackUnfortunately, the girls also had a few
tackles.

Overall, UC played a really good game
but they just could not match the size and
strength of the girls from St. Joe's.
The rugby team was surprised at the
size of the Hawks. For being a first year
team they showed great stature.
"I would rather lose a rugby game, than
be as large as they were,"Heather Lang
stated.
The battle between the Bears and Hawks
was a tough one and all girls have bruises
to prove that this match. was well fought.
Over 70 percent of the team is first year
players, so with a little more experience
they will be winning in no time.
Ursinus also lost one of their key returning players, senior Suzy Alarcon, due
to a broken nose at practice last week.
Although Alarcon wanted to get out on
the field with the team. Dr. Celueci could
not let her risk further injury.
However, the team is looking forward
to her return.
Ursinus women received their first "sin
bin" on Saturday.
A "sin bin" is a penalty that will not
allow the player to play for a week.
During the second half, sophomore
Wendie Grunberg clothes lined a girl who
was going to score, which is a serious
offense.

The
Hawks
were by the Bears'
22 line and close
scoring.
to
Grunberg went to
tackle a player,
and she unintentionally took her
down by her neck
and head.
The girl was ok,
but the ref still
called it an intentional high tackle
and
threw
Grunberg out of
the game.
This caused the
Bears to have to
play with a man
down which did
not help in their
attempt to score against the Hawks.
The team was grateful for all the fans
that got up early to come down and watch
the game.
Even thought UC wasn't able to come
out with a win, the game was an intense
match that showed everyone that Ursinus
has the potential for a good Rugby team.
Their next match-up is Oct. 21 at the
practice football field against

The womens' rugby squad battles it out with St. Joe's during the Sat. match.
Photos by Lauren Cyrsky.

Muhlenburg. The teams should be more
evenly matched.
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Binge drinking growing problem on college campuses
~utl'
(,1'/

Gnllnglwr
1\ \"111/ /l1'/1t.,.

t.1Il} peopk Ihmk Ihat college IS a
four year pari} Wllh a $ ~o 000 cover
charge I cept college students spend
an e'\tr.\ "" bIllion dollars a year on
alcohol Btnge Dnnktng IS the mam
reason for students to reach down tnto
theIr almosl empty pockets every weekend to pull out \\ hate\'Crcash they have.
to bu} beer and othl.'r alcohol
Icohol
has long been the dnlg 01 chOIce among
L
college students The wa} tn whIch
most college, ludents consumc alcohol
IS the probkm WIth fa\ onle classes
betng Partytng and Dnnktng 10 I. where
one karns ho\\ to tap a keg, where 10
bu) the cheapest beer and thc cure for

ha ngo\ ers,
there
IS
-' .
I I It I e
k now n
aboul how
much IS bemg lost 111
thIS process
01 btngtng.
BIn g e
drtnktng IS
12
\\ hen onc
consume'
at least fivc drinks If you'rc a malc and
four dnnks If you'rc a female, tn onc
slttll1g, One dnnk IS defined as a 12ounce can or bottle of beer, a 12-ounee
can or bottlc of a wlnc coolcr, a four ouncc
cup of wtne, or a shot of liquor, eIther

-

ounc;.as

Roofies: Date rape drug more
popular, dangerous than ever
Meghan Beck
Grm.l)' Health + F,tness Editor

Rohypnol, more commonly known
as "roofies", is the leadtng date rape
drug of choice on today's streets.
Its
manufactured
name,
flunitrazepam, is a benzodiazeptne that
is used as a short-term treatment of
insomnia, a sedative hypnotic, and a
heavy muscle relaxer.
ThIS drug is
smuggled into
the country
from pharmaceutical manufacturers in Europe and Latin
America to
mostly
a
younger crowd
at a very cheap
price -- below
five dollars a
tablet.
{I' " ~ .. ,I
Rohypnol
~',
.-, J
~
has drastic life. . , ., ' f... · -'
;"
threatening effects and has
frighteningtly
been surfacing
more and more
across the country in recent months.
Rohypnol is usually distributed
throughout bar scenarios or other alcohol related activities and dropped into
an unattended drink.
It has a strong resemblance to the
appearance of aspirin, and has no taste
or odor when dissolved into beverages.
The sedative is said to be ten limes the
strength of Valium and can cause blackouts or lapses of extended hours when a
person who is under the tnfluenee of
this drug has no control Over hIS or hcr
actions.
The drug also simulates amncsia,
making victIms have a hard tIme remembering what happened during the
tIme that they were on the drug.
Records from poltce departments
around the country say that after the
ingestIon of rohypnol. several young

I.'

women have
reported wakmg up tn frat
house WIth no
clothes on,
findtng tbemselves tn unfamiliar su rroundings, or
havtng been
sexually assaulted WIth under the tnfluences of thIS drug.
According to a UniversIty of Flonda

.

"""-

drug hotline, "roofies" arc also often combined with alcohol, marijuana, or cocaine
to produce a rapid and very dramatic
hIgh. (Emergcncy Net News).
Even without these combinations, users can appear to be inebriated, with slurred
specch, blood-shot cyes, swaying tn a
stupor, with no odor of alcohol or any
othcr substance,
The drug is also popular among thc
teenage and collcge crowds because it's
chcap.
For two-four tablets a pop, it appcars
legItImate because it is sold in the original
"bubble packaging" from the distributor.
Despite the perilous actions that could
happcn to someone that is on rohypnol.
the dangers of the drug do not end therc.
Besides the fear ofunprotccted scx from
a completc stranger, rohypnol particularly whcn mIxed with alcohol or othcr

arugs, may lead to respIratory depreSSIon, & plratlon, and even death.
When used repeatedly, It can lead to
physical and mental dependency, whIch IS
noted to tncrease WIth
both dosage and duration .
Added SIde effects WIth the usc of
rohypnol include a decrease of blood
pressure, drowsiness, visual disturbances,
dlzztness, congasfUSIon,
trointestinal disturbances, and
urinary retention.
Because the
flunitrazepam
can cause dependency, abstention from
the drug has a
series of withdrawal symptoms that include extreme
anxiety, hallucinations, delirium, convulsions, shock,
and cardiovascular collapse.
Clearly, rohypnol is not just the date
rape drug that most people know it as.
h belongs in the realm of other takenfor-granted club drugs like ecstasy.
Rohypnol is a dangerous drug with
dire effects upon those who use it frequently, and those who are victimized by
it.
To avoid this perilous drug at parties
and social gatherings, one just has to use
common sense.
Don't leave your drink unattended at
anytime.
I f you put your drink or soda down, get
another one.
Make sure you arc watching who
handles your beverage at all times.
It's bcttcr to be ovcrly-cautious and
safe than taking a risk of being assaulted.

dents, students who dIdn't have a strong
rcllglous partICipatIon, and students who
were partlclpattng on an athletiC team,
wcre two limes more likely to be binge
dnnks compared to theIr counterparts
Members offralernltlesorsoronlles were
four limes as likely to be btnge dnnkers.
SurprtStngly enough the percentages
between freshman and sel1lor college
~':~
students were ul1lform even though stu1Y. ()1,Jr\Ce~
dents under 21 are prohIbited from buy.
tng alcohol
Short-term affects of btnge dnnkmg
straIght or tn a mIxed drink. "Frequent" arc becomtng more serious. VomJttng,
btnge dnnktng IS defined as btnge drlnk- dizztness, Impaired mental capabilitIes,
tng thrce or more tImes ID the past two and expenencll1g "hangovers," are all
wceks On campuse across the natIon problems that happen when too much
btnge dnnktng has become a problem, alcohol IS consumed after a short penod
not only to the per on's health, but also of tIme.
affects others who have to takc care of
There are much more senous affects
them It also affects academIC life, the such as 41 percent of all academIC probmaID purpo e of college.
lems stem from alcohol abuse and 28
I f you thtnk the problem Isn't all that percent of students who drop out of
Widespread, conSIder thIS : 50 percent of school may do so because of alcohol
college men and 39 percent of college abuse. College students are vulnerable
women are claSSIfied as "bll1ge drinkers." to other risks that arc tncreased by alcoA recent tudy shows that college stu- hol such as suiCide, automobile crashes,
dents purchase 430 million gallons of and falls .
alcoholic beverages, tncludlOg over 4 bllStudent drinking is the number one
hon cans of beer annually. The lOtroduc- health problem on college and univertlon ofbecr game uch as beer pong, flIp sity campuses throughout the nation.
the cup, quarters, golf, Ktngs, Suites, and
Some CritiCS blame this on the heavy
"never have I ever" have alllOcreased the advertlslI1g and promotions of alcohol
amount of alcohol consumptIon 111 a short by the beverage industries .
WIth all the negative affects that binge
penod of lime leadll1g to btnge dnnklng
on college campuses.
drinking has and how bad it is for everyIf you dnnk to get drunk, have status one, there have been recent reports that
assOCiated WIth dnnlong, If you do It to state that binge drinking is on the deJust to fit tn wltb others, or drink due to cline.
academIC stress or emotional problems,
So when you go out this weekend to
then you may be considered a binge party thtnk first about your action and
dnnker. In recent urveys, whIte stu- don't become a statistics.

Weight of independence alters
students' eating habits
Dharshani Dharmawardena

man 15 may occur for a variety of emotional reasons. A person attempting to
deal WIth added stress, boredom, loneli(U-WlRE) LOS ANGELES---For many ness or depression may feel better by
students attendtng college for the first holding something like food in their
time, the "freshman IS," the alleged hands, according to Miller.
weight gain during the fIrst year, is not
Weight gain is not the only health
just a myth.
issue pressure can trigger. As freshmen
Overeattng, btnge drinking and differ- enter college, they may also become
ent stress factors associated with change increasingly focused on their weight.
can all contribute to the problem.
"They see everyone around them dietThe pressure of adjusting to a variety of ing and they start engaging in activities
changes in their lives -- like trying to that are really harmful," Miller said.
make new friends and living away from
The pressure of starting college can
home for the first time -- as well as readily make some students more vulnerable
available food from the dining halls can because it can damage selfesteem, Miller
cause first-year students to eat more, said continued. As a result, they may deChristina Miller, a clinical psychologist velop eating disorders, like bulimia or
at Student Psychological Services at the anorexia, to lose weight in order to adUniversity of California-Los Angeles.
here to societal ideals.
"When starting college, their eating beAlthough the desire to be rail-thin can
haviors may change," she said. "When start as early as high school, Albert said
students live at home with their parents, many students develop the feeling for
they may have more routine, controlled the first time in college.
eating patterns . Here they have so many
"As many as 10 percent of college
choices that they may over-eat."
students have some form of serious eatSheri Albert, a dietician at the Arthur ing disorder," she said. "But many more
Ashe Student Health and Wellness Cen- students find their lives restricted by
ter, said that while some first-year stu- negative body image, food or weight
, dents gain weight, others can lose weight preoccupations, crazy dieting and stress
because they eat less because of time eating."
constraints and loss ofappetite from stress.
But binging, purging and skipping
Likc Miller, Albert said students gain meals are not the only ways through
extra pounds because of the amount of which many freshman students try to fit
food available at dining halls and week- in.
end parties, but the change can also result
Traditionally, the issue ofalcohol confrom a drop in exercisc.
sumption in college campuses has been
"It costs 3,500 extra calories to gain one at the forefront of media attention for
pound offat," Albert said. "Broken down, the last decade, said Pam Viele, director
that's just 145 cxtra calories a day to gain of Student Health Education in the Ashe
Center,
15 pounds over one year."
Although some food at thc cafeterias
Despite popular images of college,
may be high in calories, Albert said they the statistics at UCLA are less bleak.
offer a variety of healthy food as well.
"The rates of high-risk alcohol use at
"The key is choosing well and control- UCLA has steadily declined where we're
ling portions," she said. "It's okay to choose at less than half the national average."
some high-calorie, high-fat foods, like she said.
cookies, so long as you balance them out
Viele said experts define binge drinkwith more nutrient-rich foods like fresh ing as having more than four drinks in
fruits throughout the day."
one sitting.
Both Miller and Albert said the freshDaily Drlllll. UCLA
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New coaches bring promise to programs
Katie Peterson
Grizzly Sports

It seems logical. With the new school
year and the new field house, we bring
in new coaches here at Ursinus. The
women's gymnastics team and the
men's basketball team both have new
additions to their coaching staff.
JeffSchepers, head gymnastics coach,
brings much coaching experience with
him to Ursinus, including leading Mainline YMCA to win Nationals and
being assistant coach at Temple. Recently Schepers has been coaching in
the club circuit and Ursinus offered him
something completely different.
He is excited to be coaching on the
collegiate level, where the athletes are
personally driven, rather than parentally driven.
''I'm excited about bringing my gymnastics experience to a team with the

potential to capture the national championship," Schepers said. Last year the
women's gymnastics team placed eighth
in the nation, this year Schepers' goal is to
place in the top five. The women's gymnastics team tumbles their way into their
2001 season ata home meet versus Temple
on Jan. 12. Most of their meets are away
this year, but with the expanding
fieldhouse, Schepers hopes to see more
home meets in the future.
Kevin Small, head men's basketball
coach, is no stranger to Ursinus. Past
coaching experiences include assistant at
Haverford, Ursinus and most recently
Swarthmore. Small returns to Ursinus,
excited with the opportunity to be head
coach.
Small is joined in his coaching effort
with the help of former Ursinus and
Haverford players, Rulwich, Buyse,
Guiton and Ciunci. As former student
athlete's they understand Small's men-

tality and what draws him to Ursinus.
Small appreciates the balance between
athletics and academics at Ursinus.
He feels that Ursinus is a healthy environment that allows students to be athletes and scholars, as well as have a social
life.
Small explained his passion for the
game of basketball and how he wants to
pass his passion on to his players. He
wants his players to extend their limit and
break barriers they didn't think they could.
Most importantly however, he wants the
guys on his team to be able to walk away
from this year saying it was an amazing
expenence.
Both Schepers and Small seem to be
great assets to the athletic department
here at Ursinus . Good luck to both the
women's gymnastics and men's basketball team in the winter.

The Linda McIntyre Award is presented each year at Homecoming to a
junior woman who demonstrates initiative in financing her own education,
proficiency and perseverance in intercollegiate athletics and an unselfish attitude in women's sports. The award was
presented to junior Jaime Matty.
Matty otherwise known to her friends
as "Boo-Boo," works two jobs in the
summer and waitresses during the school
year, while trying to balance academics
and lacrosse practice.
"Lately I've been busy with fall ball
and I have some tough classes this semester.
It was nice to receive this award because our assistant Coach 0 also recdved It during her time' at Drsinus,"
"
J
Matty said.

In 1999, Matty led the team
in assists with 25 and was honorable mention to the ali-conference team. She seta conference record for number of assists in one season with 51.
Matty also set the record for
number of assists in a game
with seven.
She finished the 2000 season with more assists than any
other Division III player in the
nation.
Matty was named on the first
team Metro-Region AIIAmerican and third team All-American
last year.
"The award is for someone who is
wholeheartedly dedicated to academics
and athletics and woman who finances
her own education," Coach Carrie Reilly
said. "Jaime fits that image."
Matty is excited for the spring season

Lady Bears struggle to
go on offensive

this year. "We hope to go far and from the
fall ball practices so far, our upcoming
season looks promising."
The Bears finished last year with an 113 record, third in the conference.
McIntyre's sister, Dawn Whacker, presented this award during halftime of the
women's Field Hockey game.

Wednesday, Oct. 4, the lady Bears
traveled to Baltimore, Md to take on
Centennial Conference opponent,
Johns Hopkins. This was the fourth
consecutive away game of the Bears
on the road. With many teammates
out due to injuries, the Bears were not
a full force.
Goalie Lisa Christy had six saves for
the Bears 6-0 loss to Hopkins.
Last Saturday, Oct. 7, the Bears
traveled to N. 1. to take on RutgersCamden in non-league action. Again
with several injuries the Bears
struggled. Several players had to compensate by playing new positions.
"Hopefully we will be getting the
injured players back in full soon," senior co-captain Kelly Meyer commented. "Then we can regroup and
pull together."
Sophomore fullback Kim Paulus and
junior striker Krista Bailey both scored
off assists from sophomore Courtney
Barth. However, it was not enough to
put the Bears past Rutgers who beat

the Bears 4-2. Rutgers scored three goals
in the first half for the early lead. Goalie
junior Erin Cantwell recorded eight saves
in her first game away from being on the
disabled list.
"We played a good second half. It was
more intense and we stepped it up and
played more aggressive," Bailey said.
The team plans to work on jump-starting their offensive game this week and for
the remainder of the season. Meyer also
commented that the team hopes to stay
positive despite the losses and keep their
spirits up.
Sophomore fullback Kristin Dinsher
took charge of the defense on the field
communicating and organizing the Bears
in the backfield.
"I think that it was another tough loss
for us," she said. "But we started scoring
goals and hopefully we can move on this
week."
The Bears are currently 5-7 overall and
2-4 in the conference.
On Wednesday they travel to take on
conference opponent Bryn Mawr.
The Bears return home Thursday, Oct.
12, in a non-league match-up against the
Pioneers of Widener University at 4 p.m.

Sophomore Mike Papenberg gets vertical in an attempt to head the ball into the net
during Bears' play this past weekend. Photo by Joe Laskas.

This past week the men's soccer team
split against West Chester University
and Delaware Valley.
The Bears fell to the Golden Rams of
West Chester 2-0 on Wednesday, Oct. 4,
but were able to come back strong against
Del Val with a 2-1 win on Saturday.
The first goal of Wednesday'S game
was posted by the Rams' Kevin McMinn
I :0 I into the second half.
With less than eight minutes left in
play, Steve Graham ofWCU scored the
fmal goal off of an assist from teammate
Erik Podutsky.
West Chester outshot Ursinus 36-5
and the Bears' goalkeeper, sophomore
Tim McDonald, posted an impressive 16
saves, while the Ram's goalie, Charlie
McDermon, recorded merely one.
"I had a pretty good day in goal,"
McDonald said. "I really would have
liked to come away with a win."
The Bears made an outstanding comeback on Saturday, defeating the Delaware Valley Aggies 2-1 in overtime.
Within the first few minutes of play,
sophomore M ' ke Papenberg scored

Ursmus' first goal unassisted.
Delaware Valley answered back, scoring a goal to tie it up at I-I by the end of
the half.
This was the final goal of regulation
play. After a scoreless second half, the
two teams entered overtime.
JUOlor Joe Warne scored the gamewinning goal to secure a victory for the
Bears during the first half of overtime
play. Warne was named to the conference honor roll this past week for his
soltd effort agamst Del Val.
'The team has lost six out of the last
seven games we've played, so we really
needed thiS win," Warne said. "It was
the most exciting game we've played
all season.
"I hope it gives us the confidence to
fiOiSh strongly during the rcst of the
season."
In goal for Ursinus, sophomore BJ
Callaghan registered six saves.
After Saturday's game, the Bears'
record improves to 4-6-1 overall.
The men's team kicks back into action this Thursday, Oct. 12.
On that date, the Bears will travel to
Messiah College to take on the Falcons
in a non-league game.

Lowell's lone goal leads Bears to
OT win over
Davidson Coli.
We did a lot of great
things as a unit that we
can build on for future
games."
The Bears improve
Homecoming this fall was great for the
their record to 3-10 amI
Ursinus field hockey team.
After losing their last four games in have only five games lef
overtime, the Bears finally put it together in the season.
"Although our record
and finished off Davidson with a win,
does not reflect how well
again in overtime, 1-0.
Junior forward Julie Lowell scored the we've improved this sealone and winning goal of the game with son, we definitely
about 10 minutes left to play in overtime. learned a lot and can still
To top it off, sophomore keeper Nicole surprise teams on our
Monatesti registered her first shutout of schedule for the remaining games," junior
the season while compiling eight saves.
"We needed this win to keep our spirits midfielder Tara Lucas
remarked.
up," Monatesti said.
This weekend, they
"We finally unhitched the wagons and
it was a great feeling to win in overtime." play away at Holy Cross
The Bears outshot Davidson College on Saturday, where they
14-8, but they had the advantage over look for another Patriot
League win. Sunday
Ursinus in comers, 7-12.
"We kept getting shots in the circle but they travel to play Alwe needed to finish and follow our first bany.
shots better," Lowell said.
"It was obvious we knew we could win
and we just never gave up."
On Sunday, Oct. 8, the psyched Bears
traveled to Villanova where they would
play top-rankcd Division I University of
Virginia.
Unfortunately, the Cavaliers won the
game, 6-0.
But it did stop the seven game overtime
streak that the Bears were playing with,
something they were glad to get rid of, in
any way possible.
"It was an incredible learning expereince
for the entire team," senior Katy Briner
said.
"The game was intense and I think it's
exactly what we needed to prepare us for Julie Lowell dribbles the ball upfield for the Bears during their win over Davidson
Holy Cross this weekend."
this past Saturday. Photo by Joe Laskas.
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Leadership in Adventure: ESS class molds leaders through sport
\) ia Ill' ,I nh 11\011

h u \\ II ntl.'U III kno\\ \I hat It ' S h ke tll
leam It ,dl.' I ... lup ~kllls Ihrou ?h ad\ en
I\II\. I \\'1:11 that ' s e\(ltll) \\ hal students
Ill: l.' pl' lll.' nl1ng IlllS Sl'lll\.stel III Ihl'
I' l.'m" \l.' and "iports SCI\.nce 245 class,
L eader ... ll1p 111 \d\ I:ntufl' Adl\'itie ....
1 hl.' Cl)UrSI: taught by Instmltor CraIg
Erb IS ~c;lll'd to mtrodul'e \tudenls 10
h pcnnll'nlal dvcntllrc-Ba\ed [' duca I1l)n '1hc studl:nts foclI'" on kamlllg
... Irlmgl'r leadership skllls, lm ... t buildlllg

altl\ Itll:S, problem ... oh mg. decIsIon mal..
111r ,ll1d group bulldmg through coopel a
11\ l games
I he tla ...... meets ever) Tuesday evening
and two weekcnds .
·1 he studenst will be glycn the chance to
partIcIpate In a hIgh ropes chalkngecourse
,mu rock clll11b1llg at a Rock (Jym m
PhIladelphIa
1 he students haw been preparing for
[(lLk clll11blng by belaymg from the
Hdffcnch bleachers
"11m class IS a lot more about usmg
your head In praCl1eal sltual10ns than In

" hi cIa
a lot more
about u ing y ur head In
practical ituation than in
the book It' a hand -on
.
"
exp nence.
--Senior Stephanie Ott
Ihe books . It's a hands on expenence ,"
selllor engl1sh major tephanle Oil commented
Oll also added that Ihe class is concen-

trated on unItIng g roups thlOU gh teamwork and accompl1 shmg goals through
eommunicalion and ac lion. The students
arc encouraged to improve their confi dence at every da y Ide skllls such as
solvmg confllcls and mak mg deCISIons as
the leaders of tomorroW.
The class agreed to a full \ alue contract
which states that the y will agree to be
safe : agree to \'alue indivIduals in the
group. agrec to give and receive honest
feedback , and agree 10 " let go"of negatIve feelin gs, stale Iss ues and move on
This ensures Ihal a ll students will work

wllh oneanother to be rcsponslble for
theIr own actions and challenge themselves to gIve thclr best effort in order to
acllleve their group's goals ,
" ralg makes the class interesting and
fun by incorporating the various techniques used for effective leaders today,"
economics major. senior hris Dalla
<;ald
Thc class continues to challenge themselves each week and explore the
possibilites of SImIlar adventure actitivcs
in order to incorporate them mto their
daily lives.

Volleyball StODlPS the Sciences;
Drops two CC matches
Dana Delledonne

The Ursmus Women' volleyball team started out the
week on a htgh note
On Wedne. day the bears
WIped the floor up
ot \\ Ith
mops, ralher WIth their opponent - Ulllverslty of the CIences. Dc p1te the short power
outage from the torm, the team
managed to beat U P 3 games
to 0 Selllor ikkl DIMa. CIO
recorded mne kills and fre hman Mane DIFeilclantolllo
added eIght kIlls to help Ihe
Bear wm

Other hlghl1ghts 1I1clude Laura
Dougherty WIth 16 aSSISts, NIcole Debu.
WIth 10 d'gs and Akl Watmukl .... Ith seven
kills on seven attempts .
"The wm agamst U P was great l It was
one of those games where everyone wa
havmg fun,"Debu ald.
Over the homecommg weekend, the
Bears faced off again t CC rivals
Geuysburg and Dlckmson m a In-match.
The learn look two lough losses 111 Centenmal play
" trugglcs arc con Istency We kno ....
we have the potnel1alto do wellmthe CC,
but we arc lacklllg some mgredlent." coach
LIsa CornIsh saId "We need to filllsh "
Both matches were relatIvely close
but the Bears came out on the losmg end
of each, 0 games to 3
"ThIS weekend dIdn't help our chances
for bemg mlhe top four of the Centenlllal

Conference, but If we play the
rest of the season I1ke we know
that we can we still have a
chance," senIOr Jody mJlh
said
After thi ' week's play the
women's volleyball team
droped to 9-12 overall and 1-3
In Conference play.
PredIctions for the upcoming week This week should be
good to the team they take on
Rosemont on Monda) at 7 and
tra\ el to Bryn Mawr on
Wedne day
"Wc should be able to walk
away from this week wJlh 2
sol1d wins under our belt . Hopefully that will boost moral a
bll,"A Istant coach Dana Delle
Donne saId .

Annual alumni lacrosse match ends in tie
Sue Patton
Gn==lr COP) Editor
The thIrd annual aluml11lacros e game
was held thiS past Saturday on Homecommg weekend
"It's fun to have the alumm come back
so the current players can sec the history
of the program and talk to some players
who went to the Final Four tournament."
coach Carrie Reilly commented.
The team has never won the annual
alumnI game held on homecoming for a
few reasons. Most importantly, practices haven't been held long enough for
anyone to really get a feel for wbat their
job IS on the field. Also, fall practices

focus mo tly on fundamentals, therefore
no plays have been reVIewed.
For the freshmen, It'S theIr fir t gamelike expenence w1th Ursmus. For the
uppercla men, It'S their first time playmg wlthoutla t eason' selllor, Lot of
adju tments had to be made and it's difficult to get that all together In one game.
" It was the best we've ever done agamst
the alumni," sophomore defenSIve wmg
Leigh
MaggI
saId
"We have potenllal thiS year to have a
successfu l season."
ThIS year's game nearly broke that losing streak, ending in a tie. The lady bears
seemed very comfortable on the field and
made some great connections. They put

up a commendable fight against ome
very talented graduates In fact, at some
pomt m the game, the Bears were actually wmnmg!
In Ihe very la t mmutes of the game, the
Bears were up by one goal. The alumlll
answered that goal wllh one la lone 10
make the final core 7-7.
"It was great to see how the team cheked
together on the field. It was an all-around
fun day and it was Illce to sec how well we
dId as a team early on," selllor defender
Devon Plum said
The game was very fnendly and very
challenging. A p,cture was taken at the
end to capture the many any generatIOns
of Ursinus lacrosse players.

UC Athletes Of The Week
Marie DeFeiciantonio, '04
Volleyball

Brian DeGiosio, '03
Football

Nickname: None
Major/Minor: Undecided
Hometown: Voorhees,
High SchoeN:. J .Eastern

Nickname: Bumble Bee
Major/Minor: UndeHoma:tidud Summit
High ~H4ol: PNanther
v:1Illpv

Highlight This Week: Mar I e
helped the Bears Improve thier record
WIth X kills over the UIl1Verslty of the
SCIences
Athletic Accomplishments:
• Named to CC Honor Roll
or the week thIS season
Coach Lisa Cornish says, " She adds
slrength to our hlllmg and she is a
~trong server. The leam does not conider her as a rreshman We have

moved her from many different positions and she works hard to
learn that new position .

Highlight This Week:
Named MVP of Homecoming game

Assistant Coach Dana Delledonne says." Marie is a strong force
on our team. She has taken on a new role with determination,
although at times it can be frustratlOg. She has a great sense of
humor which makes thmgs less tense at times."
Favorite Class at Ursinus: Philosophy 101 with Mr. Gildea
After U rsinus, I see myself...
"Runnmg my own bulsness." _ - - - - - - - - - - -.....

Icompiled by Diane Johnson

Athletic Accomplishments:

• 2000 Homecoming game MVP

Activities at UC:

• OTH intramural

basketball
• Pres. of Joe Conte's fan club
Favorite Class at Ursinus:
EcBa 100 with Dr. McClennan

Junior captain Paul Graham says, "Brian comes to
play every saturday. He really stepped up big this
weekend against Hopkins with the loss of Sherrod.

After Ursinus, I see myself•••
"Coaching under great Gus Magus
in the NFL."

